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1. ISRAEL GOVERNMENT ACTIONS & STATEMENTS
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1.1. Israel to Reopen its Borders to Foreign Tourists Next Month
After closing its borders to non-Israeli passport holders in March 2020, the Ministry of Tourism and Ministry
of Health have formed a plan, which will allow the country to reopen cautiously to foreign tourists from next
month. From 23 May, foreign tourists will be allowed into Israel as part of organized tour groups and
providing they have been vaccinated.
Foreign tourists, like Israelis returning to Israel, will also be required to present a negative COVID-19 test
from the previous 72 hours. However, foreign tourists will also need to undergo a serology test at Ben
Gurion airport to ensure that they have sufficient antibodies in their blood. The results of the thumb prick
test will be provided within 15 minutes. At the same time, Israel is in talks to conclude reciprocal agreements
with countries to recognize vaccination certificates, which could ultimately exempt the citizens of those
countries from serology tests.
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By focusing on organized tour groups only, Israel's tourist marketing will concentrate on religious groups,
especially from the US, where the vaccination rollout has been strong. This sector made up a significant
segment of incoming tourism before the COVID pandemic. If the influx of a limited number of tour groups
has no impact on the infection rate in Israel, then incoming tourism will be extended to individuals as well
as groups.
At present about 8,000-10,000 passengers pass through Ben Gurion airport every day. Passenger traffic
is restricted due to the Ministry of Health's social distancing requirements in the various areas of the airport,
even though the passengers are subsequently crammed into aircraft. The Ministry of Health is considering
easing the two meter distance requirement so that airport traffic can be increased. (MoT 13.04)
2. ISRAEL MARKET & BUSINESS NEWS
Back to Table of Contents

2.1. Elbit Systems Acquires BAE Systems Rokar International
Elbit Systems announced the acquisition of BAE Systems Rokar International (Rokar) from BAE Systems,
the U.S. headquartered subsidiary of BAE Systems, for approximately $31 million net of any cash in Rokar.
Located in Jerusalem, Israel, Rokar specializes in the development, manufacture, integration, and support
of high-end GPS receivers and guidance systems for advanced defense applications.
Haifa's Elbit Systems is an international high technology company engaged in a wide range of defense,
homeland security and commercial programs throughout the world. The Company, which includes Elbit
Systems and its subsidiaries, operates in the areas of aerospace, land and naval systems, command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance (C4ISR), unmanned
aircraft systems, advanced electro-optics, electro-optic space systems, EW suites, signal intelligence
systems, data links and communications systems, radios, cyber-based systems and munitions. (Elbit
Systems 01.04)
Back to Table of Contents

2.2. Aquarius Engines Signs New Deal with Japanese Auto-parts Manufacturer TPR
Aquarius Engines signed a memorandum of understanding with Japanese auto-parts manufacturer TPR,
focused on cooperation between TPR and Aquarius's soon-to-be established Japanese subsidiary.
Aquarius Engines is in the process of establishing a sister company in Japan with the aim of promoting and
strengthening ties with existing Japanese partners, which include Honda-affiliate Musashi Seimitsu and
TPR. Aquarius Japan will work to create strategic partnerships across Asia and promote more business
opportunities in the Japanese market. In addition to research and development to adapt the patented
Aquarius linear engine to operate on hydrogen and penetrate the Japanese automobile market.
Aquarius Engines has developed and produced a tiny 10kg linear engine for generating electricity, with an
internal combustion mechanism designed primarily for use in generators. Unlike large traditional engines,
the Aquarius Engine has only one moving part and converts fuel into electricity without the use of oil. Due
to its size and light weight, the engine has high mechanical efficiency that allows for low emissions and low
pollution.
Rosh HaAyin's Aquarius Engines technology currently has around 20 patents registered worldwide. The
technology has additional applications in the fields of aviation, marine and range extenders for the
automotive market. Aquarius has manufacturing and development centers in Israel, Germany and Poland.
(Aquarius Engines 01.04)
Back to Table of Contents
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2.3. StarkWare Raises $75 Million in Series B Funding Round Led by Paradigm
StarkWare Industries, which provides scaling and security solutions to overcome the limitations of
Ethereum’s existing technology, announced a Series B fundraise led by crypto VC firm Paradigm.
Paradigm previously led StarkWare's $30 million fundraise in 2018. Previous investors, including Sequoia,
Founders Fund, and Pantera participated in the round alongside new investors like Three Arrows and
Alameda Research.
The fresh funding comes on the heels of a period of growth, with headcount doubling in 2020 and demand
for its services soaring “by every conceivable metric.” That stands to reason, given the market backdrop.
As ether and other digital assets climbed to new heights, the Ethereum network itself has hit a scaling
roadblock. This state of affairs has made it increasingly more expensive to transact on Ethereum, with the
average transaction fee on Ethereum climbing above $18 compared to the roughly $0.08 it cost at the
beginning of 2020. StarkWare’s Cairo is a service that leverages cryptography to boost transaction
throughput by moving much of the heavy computational work off-chain without compromising the network’s
security. Transaction throughput refers to the number of transactions per second that a network can handle
at a given time.
Netanya's StarkWare solves the inherent problems of blockchains – scalability and privacy. StarkWare
develops a full proof stack, using STARK technology to generate and verify proofs of computational
integrity. StarkWare’s cryptographic proofs are zero-knowledge, succinct, transparent and post-quantum
secure. (StarkWare 24.03)
Back to Table of Contents

2.4. infiniDome Announces Closure of Pre-Series A Funding Round
infiniDome announced closure of a pre-series A round of $2.4 million that includes investments from Next
Gear Ventures, the lead investor which led infiniDome’s earlier seed funding round, along with Honeywell
Ventures that joined this round of funding, demonstrating their confidence in infiniDome and its proven GPS
protection technology. The proceeds will help scale infiniDome’s customer engagements in the Commercial
Aircraft, UAS/UAV, and UAM market segments.
Recently infiniDome announced the successful completion of UAS flight trials conducted under GNSS
jamming scenarios as a part of the NA’AMA initiative run by Ayalon Highways and Israel’s Ministry of
Transport, a project to push the boundaries of BVLOS (Beyond Visual Line of Sight) operation and
accelerate the adoption of UAS in urban environments. Additional recent announcements include the
selection of infiniDome’s technology by Easy Aerial for their global security and defense solutions.
Caesarea's infiniDome, the GPS Security Company, provides front-end cyber solutions protecting wireless
communications from jamming attacks. infiniDome’s GPS protection solutions are tailored for defending
the GPS systems which are at the heart of drones and other unmanned systems, vehicle fleets and critical
networks as well as defense applications. (infiniDome 05.04)
Back to Table of Contents

2.5. Aporia Emerges from Stealth with $5 Million for Monitoring Platform for AI Integrity
Tel Aviv's Aporia, the production observability SaaS platform for machine learning, left stealth and
announced the launch of the first customizable monitoring platform for Machine Learning models with full
support for private and public clouds. The company also revealed $5 million in seed funding from Vertex
Ventures and TLV Partners and is already being used by multi-billion dollar companies. Aporia enables
data scientists to quickly and easily build their own monitors, so they can keep track of their Machine
Learning models' performance, ensure data integrity and provide responsible AI.
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When Machine Learning models perform poorly, customers and businesses suffer the consequences.
Predictions based on the wrong data are often flawed, resulting in unintended outcomes such as a customer
being shown the wrong recommendations or an accidental refusal of a loan application. This, in turn, can
cause lost revenue or expose companies to discrimination and unfairness claims. Without proper
monitoring, it can take months before a company even notices that its models have stopped making
accurate predictions.
With Aporia, data scientists can create bespoke monitors for their Machine Learning models in just a couple
of clicks, and set alerts of different severity to be sent to email or sources like Slack. Aporia's monitors are
extremely flexible, allowing data science teams to watch the right things for their own unique models and
business cases. (Aporia 06.04)
Back to Table of Contents

2.6. Elbit Systems of America Completes Acquisition of Sparton Corporation
Elbit Systems of America has completed the acquisition of Sparton Corporation from an affiliate of Cerberus
Capital Management, for $380 million, subject to customary price adjustments, resulting in a significant
expansion of Elbit Systems of America in the United States. Sparton, with its 120-year history and decades
of defense experience spanning from World War I to today, is a U.S.-based premier supplier of critical
undersea warfare solutions to the U.S. Navy and its allies, as well as engineered products for the defense
industry.
As part the acquisition, Elbit Systems of America has established an independent U.S. Proxy Board to
oversee all of Sparton De Leon Springs' Undersea business activities, allowing it to exclusively focus on
higher sensitivity solutions and programs for U.S. customers. Sparton's Aydin Displays and Stealth
divisions will operate as part of Elbit Systems of America's existing security structure.
Elbit Systems of America, headquartered in Fort Worth, Texas, is a leading provider of high-performance
products, system solutions, and support services focusing on the defense, homeland security, law
enforcement, commercial aviation and medical instrumentation markets. Elbit Systems of America
operates under a Special Security Agreement with the U.S. Department of Defense that grants the company
full rights, privileges, and responsibilities to provide advanced technology for U.S. national security needs.
Haifa's Elbit Systems is an international high technology company engaged in a wide range of defense,
homeland security and commercial programs throughout the world. The Company, which includes Elbit
Systems and its subsidiaries, operates in the areas of aerospace, land and naval systems, command,
control, communications, computers, intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance, unmanned aircraft
systems, advanced electro-optics, electro-optic space systems, EW suites, signal intelligence systems,
data links and communications systems, radios, cyber-based systems and munitions. (Elbit Systems
06.04)
Back to Table of Contents

2.7. Cofense Acquires Cloud-Native, AI-Based Email Security Provider Cyberfish
Leesburg, Virginia's Cofense, the leading provider of phishing detection and response (PDR) solutions,
announced the acquisition of Cyberfish. By integrating innovative machine learning capabilities from
Cyberfish with Cofense’s detection and response technology, Cofense will bring to market a holistic,
advanced automation solution for email protection, detection, and response.
With the acceleration of digital transformation and migration to cloud email services from Microsoft 365 and
Google Workspace, organizations are rethinking their email security architecture and technology stack. For
customers investigating a move away from legacy email security providers like Proofpoint, Mimecast,
Symantec and Cisco, Cofense will help expedite this transition. Cofense’s unparalleled phishing
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intelligence, already deployed in thousands of enterprises around the world, will be also used to train and
evolve Cyberfish’s machine-learning algorithms to block malicious emails in real-time.
Cyberfish’s technology, which can be installed in less than one minute to enable real-time phishing
protection, will be immediately deployed as part of the Cofense Managed PDR service and available to
global MSP partners.
Beer Sheva's Cyberfish is a zero-second phishing protection solution that combines Computer Vision and
AI to stop phishing emails and websites in real-time – before they have been reported and added to the
blacklists. Cyberfish offers an employee protection solution with one-click onboarding for Office 365 and
G-Suite and low-touch support. Cyberfish is specifically designed for MSPs and MSSPs allowing multitenant management, reporting and integration. Cyberfish was founded by Dima Kagan, Eugene Geht, and
Amit Israel. (Cofense 07.04)
Back to Table of Contents

2.8. Post-COVID 2021 Puts Sparkle Back Into Israel's Diamond Industry
Israel's diamond industry is recovering from the coronavirus pandemic exceptionally well, a report published
on 6 April by the Economy Ministry. According to ministry data, Q1/21 saw a significant increase in all four
categories of the diamond trade. Rough diamond import totaled $476 million, a 75% increase compared
to the same period of time the year before. March alone saw an 87% increase compared to the same month
in 2020. Rough diamond export totaled $390 million, a 66% increase compared to last year, with a 260%
increase in March.
Polished diamond import totaled $647 million, an increase of about 61% compared to the year before, with
a 250% increase in March. Polished diamond export totaled $828 million, an 11.5% increase compared to
the first quarter of 2020. March saw an increase of 385%.
The normalization of ties between Israel and the United Arab Emirates also brought new sparkle to the
trade. Rough diamond export to the UAE totaled $56 million, which makes up 14% of Israel's total rough
diamond export in the first quarter. Rough diamond imports from the UAE to Israel totaled $38 million,
which constitutes 8% of all rough diamond imports into Israel in the first quarter of 2021. There was no
direct diamond trade yet between the Jewish state and the Emirates in the first quarter of 2020, considered
the Middle East's two main diamond centers, as the Abraham Accords were reached in the summer of that
year. (Israel Hayom 08.04)
3. REGIONAL PRIVATE SECTOR NEWS
Back to Table of Contents

3.1. Sajdah Mobile App Launched Ahead of Ramadan
Doha, Qatar's Thakaa Technologies launched a mobile App that offers prayer times and guides for over 14
prayers, with more features available in due course. The user-friendly App is free to download and use via
the Apple Store and Google Play. Best of all it offers an ad-free experience and does not sell user data
with third parties. The mobile app has been launched by Qatar-based, Thakaa Technologies QSTP LLC,
the start-up behind the award-winning world's first smart prayer rug. Sajdah is also developing a Smart
Prayer Rug to help create an even more fulfilling prayer experience, which will be rolled out in the coming
months. (Thakaa 30.03)
Back to Table of Contents
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3.2. Quantum Raises $2.6 Million in Seed Funding
Quantum has raised $2.6 million in seed funding. The round was led by Tech Invest Com and Vision
Ventures, with the participation of 500 Startups and angel investors. Founded in 2018, Quantum has
evolved into a data-powered marketplace for marketers to acquire new customers through advertising
services - ranging from targeted sampling to E-commerce media buying. Operating across 12 cities in
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, Quantum matches brands' products with the right target audience, managing the
logistics of shipping and distribution, and offering real-time reports and insights.
For its clients, Quantum's platform creates a collaborative integration between any company with physical
samples and a wide range of online businesses for samples to be delivered to the target audience's
doorstep. Quantum enables clients to target customized audiences based on their objectives, gives them
access to more than 100+ unique channels to advertise, and enhances their campaigns by providing
strategic reporting and analytics. By using Quantum’s data-driven tools, marketers can target the right
audience for their products which results in up to a 40% increase in ROI, the startup states. The company
has delivered 6 million targeted samples for local and multinational brands including Nestle, PEPSICO,
Mondelez, Kimberly-Clark, Goody, Savola, SADAFCO and Mars. Quantum will use the capital to further
improve its proprietary technology, grow the team, and expand into the UAE and Egypt.
Dubai's Quantum Technologies specializes in targeted sampling & online sampling solutions through our
in-house e-process integration. Their platform enables brands to reach the exact target audience at the
most efficient ways. Unlike traditional sampling, targeted sampling gives you real conversions and better
results. (Quantum 04.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.3. Hunter Point Capital Appoints Operating Partner for Middle East
New York's Hunter Point Capital (HPC), an independent investment firm focused on taking minority stakes
in middle-market alternative asset managers, announced today the appointment of an Operating Partner
based in Dubai, to lead HPC’s capital formation and institutional investor relations across the Middle East.
HPC provides its partners with value-added capabilities, including strategic advice, LP capital formation,
and other enterprise-enhancing services. (HPC 01.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.4. Smileneo Secures $2 Million in Seed Round
Smileneo has raised $2 million in seed funding. Smileneo’s financing is the largest seed round raised by
any teeth-straightening direct-to-consumer business in the MENA region and includes anchor investments
from several prominent international investors. Smileneo will use the funds to grow its team, expand
operations, and enter new markets. London-based Kingsway Capital, one of the region's largest investors,
and an early investor in unicorn Emerging Markets Property Group, is leading the round. FJ Labs joined
the round.
Smileneo’s mobile application enables remote monitoring which allows partner clinics to provide
personalized, on-demand treatment oversight and saves patients from having to make frequent, timeconsuming and costly clinic visits. By fully digitizing the patient journey, using end-to-end 3D technology
and offering financing plans, Smileneo is enabling a new segment of consumers to straighten their smiles.
In turn, Smileneo’s growing network of partner clinics in the region benefit from increased practice receipts
while offering high-quality, fully digitized patient experiences anytime, anywhere at a more affordable cost.
Supported by Smileneo’s unparalleled customer service, patients receive custom made 3D printed clear
aligners within 1 week. Smileneo is priced around 65% lower than traditional clear aligner solutions and
offers financing plans. Patients take on average. 6 months to complete their treatment.
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Dubai's Smileneo is a health tech company enabling doctors to be part of the digitalization of teeth
straightening. They believe that high-quality orthodontics should be affordable and convenient. Smileneo
Invisible Braces are durable, stain-resistant, and BPA- and phthalate-free, moving teeth gently to their
desired position. With fully digital processes and end-to-end 3D technology Smileneo provides a seamless
experience without compromising on patient care. Their mobile application creates the next level of
convenience by saving recurring clinic visits for the patient and allowing remote monitoring by their doctor.
(Smileneo 11.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.5. Gazal Raises $2 Million in Seed Funding Round
Gazal has raised $2 million in a seed funding round, led by angel investors and family offices. The funding
rounds brings the valuation of Gazal to a post-money value of $6 million.
Riyadh's Gazal aims to create the infrastructure to become an integrated part of every community in KSA
and to create greener and liveable cities with less congestion noise and pollution. Gazal is a Saudi startup
formed by a group of dreamers in 2020 aiming to transform the short distance mobility industry in Saudi
Arabia and provide more sustainable mobility options. (Gazal 04.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.6. Key Trends in Saudi Arabia's Construction Market to 2025
The "Construction in Saudi Arabia - Key Trends and Opportunities to 2025 (Q1 2021)" report has been
added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. Saudi Arabia's construction industry is forecast to recover
in 2021, growing by 2.9%, after contracting by an estimated 0.5% in 2020. In 2022, the industry is projected
to continue to recover, growing by 3.2%, and then expand by 4.3% over the remainder of the forecast period
(2023-2025). Over this period, the industry's output is expected to be supported by the government's focus
on the development of overall infrastructure, as well as energy and utilities construction projects, in a bid to
diversify its economy away from oil.
With the collapse of oil prices and disruptions due to the COVID-19 outbreak, in December 2020 the
government announced a SAR990 billion ($263.9 billion) budget for 2021. The Kingdom's budget
statement showed a cut to government spending of 7% in 2021, implying that the main policy goal for the
Kingdom in the short term is to reduce the budget deficit, rather than boost economic growth. However,
there is a huge pipeline of projects related to the long-term diversification plans under Vision 2030. This
was underlined by the crown prince's announcement in January 2021 that the Public Investment Fund (PIF)
is to invest SAR3 trillion ($800 billion) on projects in the country over the next decade. (R&M 06.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.7. Saudi Arabia Healthcare Industry Outlook for 2021
The "Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) Healthcare Industry Outlook, 2021 - Innovative Public-Private
Partnerships Transforming the Sector" report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering.
Saudi Arabia (KSA) is expected to experience economic growth despite oil price complications due to its
economic diversion from the oil industry to other industries, with initiatives and strategies that encourage
private sector participation. Apart from robust economic growth, the region's business environment will
also change radically with the emergence of new business models. This is particularly prominent in the
healthcare industry, which is undergoing a digital transformation to make healthcare more accessible.
The KSA accounts for about 60% of the healthcare industry's revenue in the Gulf Cooperation Council
(GCC). With rising awareness among consumers and the shortage of skilled resources, demand for
technology and digitization in the healthcare industry is higher than ever. Upgrading healthcare
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infrastructure and investing in start-ups will open doors for competition and make quality healthcare more
affordable.
In 2021, significant changes and disruptions in digital service-enabled healthcare are expected. Healthcare
delivery and management will become more consumer-centric as tools powered by artificial intelligence
and virtual patient-care provider interactions become the new normal. Data-driven interoperability and
personalized diagnostics will accelerate the delivery of precision care based on predictive analytics, paving
the way for better, more efficient decision-making for the patient and care provider. This will also promote
partnerships between big technology companies that design care delivery models and healthcare
organizations. (R&M 06.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.8. Prexle Raises $670,000 in a Seed Funding Round
Prexle has completed its Seed funding round of $670K (2.5M SAR) from a number of angel investors.
Prexle helps retail store owners in industries such as groceries, clothes shops, electronics, and others to
manage inventories, customers, purchase orders, discounts and generate reports on sales, taxes, and
inventories. The startup was founded in mid-2020, with the purpose to provide a unique and complete
solution for retail owners.
Riyadh based Prexle is a cloud-based Point of sale system that serves retail stores. The latest regulations
in the Kingdom are imposing e-invoicing on transactions by the end of 2021. Prexle is one of the companies
that are providing the service. (Prexle 12.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.9. Azimut Egypt Considers Two New Funds
Azimut Egypt Asset Management plans to launch two new funds this year, with one going live within a few
days and the other coming after Ramadan, Managing Director El Saad said at a conference. The Italybased asset manager has obtained all necessary approvals for the funds and completed all the required
procedures, he said without revealing further details.
Azimut’s first equity fund opened in July 2020 and the AZ Equity-Egypt fund grew 35% during the latter half
of the year to reach EGP 250 million, primarily due inflows from European investors. The firm said at launch
that the Luxembourg-headquartered fund would open with $10 million in capital, and target $50 million in
AUM as a “first stage.”
Its bond fund has more than doubled in value since it launched in October. Azimut’s first Egypt-focused
fixed-income fund, A-Z Savings, raised almost EGP 300 million from investors when it launched at the end
of October. The fund’s value had more than doubled to reach EGP 740 million in March. Parent company
Azimut Group is an asset manager with €57 billion in assets under management (AUM), while the Egypt
arm says it has total AUM of EGP 7 billion. (Ent 06.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.10.

Algebra Ventures Launches $90 Million Fund to Invest in Startups in Egypt

Algebra Ventures announced the launch of its second $ 90 million fund dedicated to investing in startups
with a focus on Egypt and allocating a special stake to the Middle East and Africa region. Algebra Ventures
will aim to complete the first closure in the third quarter of 2021. Algebra has succeeded within 4 years of
launching its first fund worth $ 54 million in investing in 21 startups, and has also supported entrepreneurs
with distinguished qualifications who have established innovative pioneering companies in the Egyptian
and regional market.
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The company explained that the new fund focuses on investing in the fields of financial technology,
agricultural technology, logistics and healthcare by continuing cooperation with founders with high
capabilities to fill specific gaps in the market.
Algebra Ventures works with the support of its companies in various ways, including providing financial
investments, helping to develop strategies, as well as paying attention to human resources. Algebra
intensifies its efforts to enhance communication between its companies and those with the most prominent
and ambitious competencies. In addition, it expands its internal team to enable it to maintain growth and
ensure that the company's vision is implemented efficiently. (ET 07.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.11.

Egypt's Paymob Raises $15 Million in a Series A Round

Paymob announced a $15 million Series A round, led by Global Ventures, with participation from A15 and
FMO. This follows the first tranche of $3.5 million raised in July 2020, bringing the Series A round to a
close at $18.5 million. Paymob empowers underserved SMEs with improved and more accessible digital
payments offerings as part of the Central Bank of Egypt’s efforts and initiatives towards nationwide digital
financial inclusion.
Paymob’s mobile wallets infrastructure processes over 85% market share of transactions throughput in the
Egyptian market and serves merchants across five different markets including Kenya, Pakistan and the
Palestinian Authority. In payment acceptance, Paymob’s monthly revenue grew over 5x in 2020, and its
technology is used across economic sectors by over 35,000 local Egyptian and global merchants, such as
Swvl, ElGouna, and Tradeline, the startup states. Paymob will use proceeds to continue expanding its
merchant network, meet increasing demand, enhance its suite of products further and fuel its regional
expansion efforts, including Saudi Arabia in 2021.
Founded in 2013, Cairo's Paymob is an infrastructure technology enabler providing payment solutions to
empower digital financial service providers across Africa and the Middle East through innovative mobile
wallet technology that gives the institute’s clients access to finance and digital payments. Paymob aims to
contribute to the financial inclusion movement, while targeting economic growth by implementing solutions
that support a cashless society ecosystem. (Paymob 08.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.12.

EgyptAir Seeks Additional Flights to Tel Aviv

State-owned EgyptAir Holding Company's 22 March decision to operate and increase the number of flights
to Tel Aviv was warmly welcomed in Israel. They saw in the decision a step toward achieving full
normalization and peace between the two peoples and a decision that serves Egypt’s economic interests.
EgyptAir's subsidiary Air Sinai is a small, low-key Egyptian airline that does not bear the Egyptian flag and
currently runs the flights between Egypt and Israel’s Ben Gurion International Airport in Tel Aviv.
Egypt is seeking to replace the smaller Air Sinai — which currently operates seven flights a week using two
designated aircraft — with the national carrier and increase flights to Israel to 21 per week. The decision
came as Egypt perceives the so-called Abraham Accords signed between Israel, Bahrain and the UAE as
reducing tensions in the region.
Israir Airlines is seeking to operate two flights a day from Ben Gurion airport, later to operate flights from
Haifa to Sharm el-Sheikh. Israir Airlines has already submitted a request to operate two commercial flights
per day to Egypt. South Sinai, more specifically Sharm el-Sheikh and Taba, are the top attractions for
Israeli tourists, and making travel easier would boost tourism cooperation between the two countries.
According to the latest figures released by the Israeli Embassy in Egypt, the number of Israeli tourists to
Egypt reached 700,000 in 2019. The embassy did not specify the locations Israelis visited in Egypt.
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Meanwhile, no figures are available for the year 2020, which witnessed the coronavirus pandemic that
forced flights to be halted and borders to be closed. (Al-Monitor 08.04)
Back to Table of Contents

3.13.

Worldcom Public Relations Group Welcomes First Moroccan Partner, Tn’Koffee

New York based Worldcom Public Relations Group (Worldcom), a leading global partnership of
independent public relations firms, announced that Worldcom recently voted Tn’Koffee, Casablanca,
Morocco into its partnership.
The welcoming of Tn’Koffee to The Worldcom Public Relations Group marks the completion of a rigorous
Worldcom partner recruitment and vetting process that ensures the compatibility of the agency applying for
partnership and their ability to meet the standards of trust and collaboration that have defined The
Worldcom PR Group since its founding in 1988. As the newest partner, Tn’Koffee joins a robust group of
global partners who openly share knowledge and best practices, utilize the partnership to meet expanding
client roles, and collaborate on new opportunities scaled to the local, regional, and global needs of any
Worldcom partner client or prospect.
Tn’Koffee is a full-service PR firm committed to acting as a game-changer in the Moroccan market. With
offices in Casablanca and Dakar and a footprint in 15 African countries, the agency relies on talented
multidisciplinary teams with local and regional expertise in PR, public affairs, media relations, and digital
marketing. The agency serves an extensive portfolio of clients operating in diverse industries such as
hospitality, mobile, manufacturing, education, automotive, IT and financial services. (Worldcom 01.04)
4. CLEAN TECH & ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS
Back to Table of Contents

4.1. Dual-Fuel Vehicles Delivered in Pilot Phase of Egypt's Natgas Transition Plan
The dual-fuel vehicles being delivered in the pilot phase of the government’s natgas transition plan are now
on the road after Prime Minister Madbouly handed over the keys to their new owners in a ceremony. Around
68,000 people have so far applied to convert their vehicles to run on natural gas. The government’s entire
plan will swap out 1.8 million cars over the course of a decade — a move that is expected to cost some
EGP 320 billion. This includes handing over 70,000 new dual-fuel cars this year, with hopes to have
converted 250,000 vehicles by 2023. The Finance Ministry is providing vehicle owners with financial
incentives to take part in the scheme, while some EGP 16.2 billion is being made available by the
government and the central bank to provide subsidized loans through local banks. (Ent 06.04)
Back to Table of Contents

4.2. Greece to Formally Shut Down Four More Brown Coal Power Plants
Four of Greece’s most polluting power production plants are being formally shut down as Greece phases
out the use of brown coal, or lignite, in line with European Union environmental protection rules and
government pledges for a transition to sustainable energy sources. Energy regulator RAE published the
decision to shut down the northern Greece Public Power Corporation plants of Kardia 1 and 2 and Amyntaio
1 and 2 in the Government Gazette on 5 April. The four plants have a combined production capacity of
1,200 megawatts and their closure formally reduces the country’s lignite-powered output by 27%.
The four plants were widely regarded as a public health safety hazard and a blight on the natural
environment. Official data which indicated that the Kardia units were responsible for emitting more than 15
times the levels of dust particles permitted by EU regulations and the two Amyntaio plants overshot sulfur
dioxide emission levels six fold. From 2005 (when the EU carbon emissions trading system went into effect)
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and until their effective closure in 2019, Kardia 1 and 2 are said to have dumped around 123 million tons of
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere and the Amyntaio plants nearly 60 million tons.
However, a political analyst at the Green Tank think-tank stressed that the gradual closure of brown coalfired electricity plants needs to be accompanied by measures to support the communities that rely on their
operation. The Kardia units effectively stopped production in June 2019 after using up the final 17,500
operating hours extended by the European Union. The two Amyntaio plants exhausted their extension in
November 2018, but continued operating until May 2020. Their formal closure comes on top of that of two
plants in Ptolemaida, also in northern Greece, in 2016. Prime Minister Mitsotakis has pledged to wean
Greece completely off lignite by 2028. (Various 06.04)
5. ARAB STATE DEVELOPMENTS
Back to Table of Contents

5.1. Lebanon’s Balance of Payments Deficit Stands at $751.2 Million
According to BDL’s latest monetary report, the BOP recorded a cumulative deficit of $751.2 million by
February 2021, compared to a deficit of $505.3 million over the same period last year. Net Foreign Assets
(NFAs) of BDL fell by $1.09 billion. While the NFAs of commercial banks added $336.9 million for February
2021. On a monthly basis, the BOP deficit stood at $340.6 million, as NFAs of BDL fell by $457.3 million
and that of Commercial banks rose by $116.7 million. For a meaningful analysis, we examine the NFAs of
commercial banks. For the month of February; the decline in foreign liabilities can be largely attributed to
the reduction in the “Non-resident customer deposits” by $116.63 million; while the foreign asset also
decreased owing it to the decline of $169.57 million in the “Claims on non-resident customers” but increased
by $102.19 million due to the rise in claims on non-resident financial sector. On the whole, the decline in
BDL’s NFAs on a monthly basis is likely attributed to the continued support of essential goods including
medicines and fuel. Important to note that Lebanon’s Ministry of Finance said that BDL has less than $1
billion to continue subsidizing essential goods before reaching required reserves. (BDL 13.04)
Back to Table of Contents

5.2. Jordan's GDP Falls by 1.6% in 2020
Jordan's gross domestic product (GDP) dropped by -1.6% at fixed market prices in 2020, compared to 2%
in 2019, according to the Department of Statistics (DoS). The DoS said the GDP slumped at fixed market
prices in the last quarter of 2020 by -1.6%, compared to the same period in 2019, which amounted to 2.1%.
Preliminary estimates showed that most economic sectors fell down during the last quarter of 2020,
compared to the same period in 2019.
The DoS figures indicated that the hotel and restaurant sector recorded the highest decline during this
period, reaching -8.8%, then the transport, storage and communications sectors, with a drop of -5.7%,
followed by the social and personal services sector by -4.1%, and then the construction sector by -3.0%,
as well as the manufacturing sector, by -2.4%. Regarding sector contributions to the decline rate recorded
during the last quarter of 2020, amounting to -1.6%, the transport, storage and communication sector
contributed by -0.51%, while the manufacturing sector's share hit -4.44% of the total decrease.
Meanwhile, the social and personal services sector contributed -0.37%, followed by the wholesale and retail
trade, hotels and restaurants sector, whose drop rate reached -0.27%. (Petra 31.03)
Back to Table of Contents

5.3. Jordan's Tax Burden Stands at 24.2% of Per Capita Income
Jordan's tax burden on the per capita income averaged 24.2% in 2020, Minister of Finance Muhammad alIssiss said, citing an Income and Sales Tax Department survey. Responding to questions raised by
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senators, the minister explained that the largest chunk of the tax burden is on purchases of luxury goods
and services, and it also includes premiums paid to the Social Security Corporation.
He indicated that the revenue from sales tax last year amounted to JD3.533 billion, while the value of
income tax collections for the same period reached JD1.138 billion. Ississ noted that efforts are underway
to expand the taxpayer base and halt exemptions and reliefs, pointing out that no customs duties are levied
on 90% of imports. (Petra 05.04)
Back to Table of Contents

5.4. Saudis Establish $3 Billion Fund for Investment in Iraq
Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa Al-Kadhimi visited Riyadh on 31 March on his first official visit to Saudi Arabia.
A session of talks was held between the Prime Minister and Prince Muhammad bin Salman, which dealt
with cooperation between the two countries. The two sides agreed on to establish a joint Iraqi-Saudi fund,
the capital of which is estimated at $3 billion, as a contribution from Saudi Arabia in promoting investment
in economic fields in Iraq, for the benefit of the Saudi and Iraqi economies, with the participation of the
private sector on both sides.
They also agreed to cooperate in the fields of energy and renewable energy and activating and accelerating
the joint action plan under the umbrella of the Saudi-Iraqi Coordination Council, with the need to continue
cooperation and coordination of positions in the petroleum field, within the scope of work of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), and the (OPEC+) agreement, with full commitment to the
requirements of the agreement, the compensation mechanism, and all the decisions that have been agreed
upon to ensure the stability of the global oil market
Bilateral agreements included an agreement to avoid double taxation; an agreement for cooperation in the
field of development planning for economic diversification and private sector development and an
agreement for financing Saudi exports to Iraq. (Office of the Iraqi Prime Minister 01.04)
►►Arabian Gulf
Back to Table of Contents

5.5. UAE's First Nuclear Power Plant Begins Commercial Operations
On 6 April, the United Arab Emirates' first nuclear power plant started commercial operations, the Gulf Arab
state's leaders announced. The Barakah nuclear power plant in the Abu Dhabi emirate is the first nuclear
power station in the Arab world and part of the oil producing state's efforts to diversify its energy mix. Abu
Dhabi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan said it was a historic milestone for the country, which
this year celebrates 50 years since its formation.
Barakah's construction has faced delays as the Gulf state builds a nuclear industry from scratch. Unit 1
received its operating license from the nuclear regulator in 2020, three years after its expected planned
start up in 2017. Last August, Unit 1 was connected to the national power grid and in December reached
100% of reactor power capacity during testing. Unit 2 was issued an operating license in March this year.
When completed Barakah, which is being built by Korea Electric Power Corp (KEPCO), will have four
reactors with 5,600 megawatts (MW) of total capacity - equivalent to around 25% of the UAE's peak
demand. (Various 06.04)
Back to Table of Contents

5.6. Dubai to Import Self-Driving Cars from the United States
Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority signed an agreement with the US self-driving automobile
manufacturer Cruise, Dubai announced on 12 April. The deal will bring autonomous cars used for ride-
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sharing and taxi services to the United Arab Emirates’ largest city. It is hoped that the vehicles will account
for 25% of driving trips in Dubai by 2030, according to a release from his office.
Cruise’s parent company is the US automobile giant General Motors. Their vehicles are totally self-driving
and utilize sensors, and are also fully powered by electricity. Cruise’s cars are mostly being tested in San
Francisco at present, and Dubai will be their first international market. Dubai will import a limited number
of Cruise vehicles by 2023 and plans to import 4,000 by 2030. The emirate considered several producers
of self-driving cars before selecting Cruise. (Al-Monitor 12.04)
Back to Table of Contents

5.7. Techstars & MCIT Announce the Riyadh Techstars Accelerator
Boulder, Colorado's Techstars, the worldwide network that helps entrepreneurs succeed, and Saudi
Arabia's Ministry of Communications and Information Technology announced a partnership to launch The
Riyadh Techstars Accelerator. The accelerator joins Saudi Arabia's budding startup ecosystem to work
with startups and entrepreneurs building and growing their businesses in the Middle East and North Africa,
underscoring Techstars’ mission of making innovation and entrepreneurship more accessible and inclusive
to more entrepreneurs.
The Riyadh Techstars Accelerator will focus on attracting startups to MENA and paving the way for future
innovation in the region’s digital economy. While the accelerator will be Techstars’ first in Saudi Arabia, the
organization has been active in the region for years through more than 700 Techstars Startup Weekend
events, the Techstars Dubai Accelerator and the Techstars Hub71 Accelerator in Abu Dhabi.
The accelerator is an extension of earlier cooperation between the Ministry and Techstars last July through
the Techstars Startup Weekend COVID-19 KSA, where more than 550 Saudi entrepreneurs, of which two
thirds were female, attended virtual panels, workshops and networking events to address challenges
created by the COVID-19 pandemic. (Techstars 01.04)
►►North Africa
Back to Table of Contents

5.8. Egypt's Inflation Rises as Ramadan Begins
Egypt's annual headline inflation accelerated slightly to 4.8% in March, up from 4.6% in February, state
statistics bureau Capmas announced. Annual urban inflation stood steady to 4.5% in March. On a monthly
basis, headline inflation rose 0.6% m-o-m, compared to a 0.2% monthly rise in February. This is now the
second consecutive month of inflation increase seen after it had been steadily decelerating from a fivemonth high of 5.7% in November to 4.3% in January. The increase is attributed to a rise in food prices in
March. On an annual basis, food prices saw an increase of 1%, while increasing 1.9% m-o-m.
The Ramadan effect is in play, as is customary every year that the month preceding Ramadan sees a rise
in inflation. Suppliers and producers anticipate the rise in consumer demand, and accordingly pump up
prices to prepare. The import pressure for food items ahead of the holy month also contributed to the rise.
Global commodity prices will bump inflation further. (Ent 08.04)
Back to Table of Contents

5.9. Remittances to Egypt Fall During January 2021
Remittances from Egyptians living abroad dipped slightly in January 2021 to $2.54 billion, down from $2.65
billion during the same month last year, according to the Central Bank of Egypt. Remittances grew 11% yo-y during the first seven months of the fiscal year to $18.1 billion, compared to $16.3 billion during the
same period of FY2019-2020. Remittance inflows had increased 10.5% y-o-y in 2020, reaching $29.6
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billion, despite the COVID-19 induced shocks to many GCC economies where the majority of Egyptian
expats are based. (CBE 12.04)
Back to Table of Contents

5.10.

Egypt’s International Reserves Rise for 10th Month in a Row

Egypt’s net international reserves (NIRs) rose for the tenth month in a row to reach $40.3 billion by the end
of March, up from $40.2 billion in February, the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) announced. NIRs are
expected to be replenished in June after receiving the third tranche of the 12-month stand-by agreement
program’s loan that Egypt had obtained from the IMF in 2020 to finance the second wave of its economic
reforms. The third tranche, worth about $1.6 billion, will be handed to Egypt by the IMF after conducting
the second review of the loan, which is expected to be executed in May.
In September 2019, Egypt’s NIRs recorded an all-time high of $45.1 billion, before undergoing an immense
drop in March 2020, down to $40 billion, driven by the unprecedented blow to global financial markets
arising from the COVID-19 pandemic. COVID-19 has caused the sharpest portfolio flow reversal on record
for emerging markets, including the Egyptian market, according to the CBE.
As of the end of June 2020, Egypt’s NIRs started to bounce back for the first time since March, rising to
$38.2 billion, up from $36 billion in May. In February, the CBE announced that remittances from Egyptian
expats reached $27.1 billion from January to November 2020, up from the $24.2 billion a year earlier, an
increase of 11.9%. The CBE’s data shows that remittance flows in November 2020 reached $2.6 billion, a
year-on-year increase of 2.6%. Egyptian expat remittances are considered one of the key sources of hard
currency for the country alongside returns from the Suez Canal and the tourism sector.
In FY2019/20, which ended in June, expat remittances increased by 10.4%, reaching a record $27.8 billion,
up from $25.2 billion in FY2018/19. In the first quarter of the current FY2020/21 (July-September), expat
remittances recorded $8 billion, up from $6.7 billion in the same quarter of FY2019/20, according to the
CBE’s data. (CBE 04.04)
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5.11.

Egypt Received 500,000 Tourists in First Quarter of 2021

Egypt received approximately 500,000 tourists during January-March, deputy tourism minister Shalabi said
on 8 April. Shalabi said in an interview with Sky News Arabia. Tourism revenues amounted for $600 $800 million during the first quarter of 2021, she said. The tourism sector, which has been hard hit by the
pandemic, is a key source of foreign currency for the country.
In January, Egypt’s tourism minister El-Anany said that around 1.4 million tourists visited Egypt as of
December since the reopening of its seaside resorts of Sharm El-Sheikh, Hurghada and Marsa Matrouh to
international flights and foreign tourists in July. A total of 3.4 million tourists visited Egypt in 2020, according
to the minister. Egypt received 13 million tourists in 2019. Before the outbreak, the country was expecting
to receive 15 million tourists in 2020.
In June Egypt allowed hotels to operate at reduced occupancy rates of 50 % and under a range of hygiene
procedures, including regular disinfection after closure in March to help stem the virus outbreak. To help
offset the vital sector’s losses amid the pandemic, Egypt resumed regular international flights at all Egyptian
airports in July with foreign tourists allowed to visit three coastal governorates as part of tour groups. Egypt
has required travelers to present PCR certificates upon departure and arrival since September. (Al-Ahram
01.04)
Back to Table of Contents
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5.12.

Egypt Plans 'New Delta' to Boost Food Security

On 28 March, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi ordered the implementation of a megaproject to
cultivate 1 million feddans west of the Nile Delta in Lower Egypt. The project, dubbed New Delta, aims to
create modern agricultural and urban communities as well as industrial complexes that operate in the field
of agricultural production. The project along the Dabaa Axis on Egypt’s northwest coast will encompass
industrial complexes based on agricultural production and create thousands of new jobs. The Egyptian
leader said treated agricultural wastewater will be used in cultivating the new lands of the project.
A country with a population of more than 100 million people, Egypt has had cultivated land of 10.3 million
feddans by 2019. With the new project, the Egyptian government hopes to secure adequate food products
for its growing population.
In January, the Egyptian government unveiled a project dubbed Egypt’s Future for Agricultural Production
to cultivate 500,000 feddans on Egypt’s northwest coast. Authorities say the project aims to provide highquality agricultural products at reasonable prices, bridge the gap in the local market between production
and imports, and provide foreign currency for the national economy. Egypt is the world’s biggest importer
of wheat, the second-largest importer of yellow corn and the fifth-largest importer of cooking oil. Egypt has
a significant food gap and these projects could help achieve self-sufficiency of the country’s food needs
and reduce by one-third the bill of food imports, which amount to $15 billion annually.”
Egypt’s agricultural sector contributes to the country’s gross domestic product by 14%, representing 28%
of job opportunities and 55% of employment in the countryside. In 2020, Egypt exported 5 million tons of
agricultural products, according to the Agriculture Ministry. (Al-Monitor 06.04)
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5.13.

Egypt Opens Mega Pharmaceutical City

Al-Monitor reported that Egyptian President al-Sisi opened on 1 April Gypto Pharma City in Khanka in
Greater Cairo, which is one of the largest pharmaceutical cities in the Middle East. The city spans over an
area of 182,000 square meters (45 acres). Sisi inaugurated the first phase of the city, which covers an area
of 120,000 square meters (30 acres). The remaining area dedicated to the manufacture of cancer drugs
and hormones will be inaugurated at a later stage, which has yet to be set. Gypto Pharma City Egypt aims
at bolstering cooperation between the government and the private sector to turn itself into a regional hub
for the manufacture of medicines in the Middle East.
Egypt’s new pharmaceutical city is working on manufacturing medicines for the treatment of coronavirus
patients and drugs for chronic diseases, such as hypertension, cardiovascular, kidney and brain diseases,
and neurological disorders, in addition to some vitamins. The city includes 160 lines to manufacture 150
types of drugs; the first stage will include the production of 150 million packages of medicines per year.
Construction of the city began roughly three years ago, in cooperation with European and American
companies that have not been identified. (Al-Monitor 10.04)
Back to Table of Contents

5.14.

Egypt Expects $1 Billion in Damages Over Stuck Ship in Suez Canal

Egypt is expecting more than $1 billion in compensation after a cargo ship blocked the Suez Canal for
nearly a week. The ship and its cargo will not be allowed leave Egypt if the issue of damages goes to court.
Lt. Gen. Ossama Rabei, head of the Suez Canal Authority, said in an interview that the amount takes into
account the salvage operation, costs of stalled traffic, and lost transit fees for the week that the Ever Given
had blocked the Suez Canal.
The massive cargo ship is currently in one of the canal's holding lakes, where authorities and the ship's
managers say an investigation is ongoing. The ship's technical managers, Bernard Schulte Ship
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Management, said that the ship's crew was cooperating with authorities in their investigation into what led
to the vessel running aground. They said that Suez Canal Authority investigators have been given access
to the Voyage Data Recorder, also known as a vessel's black box.
Litigation could be complex, since the vessel is owned by a Japanese firm, operated by a Taiwanese
shipper and flagged in Panama. The Ever Given had crashed into a bank of a single-lane stretch of the
canal about 6 kilometers (3.7 miles) north of the southern entrance, near the city of Suez. That forced
some ships to take the long, alternate route around the Cape of Good Hope at Africa’s southern tip — a
5,000-kilometer (3,100-mile) detour that costs ships hundreds of thousands of dollars in fuel and other
costs. Others waited in place for the blockage to be over. (Various 01.04)
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5.15.

Sudan Repeals 1958 Boycott Law Against Israel

On 6 April, Sudan’s cabinet decided to repeal a law dating back to 1958 that barred diplomatic or business
relations with Israel, it announced. The decision still needs to be confirmed in a joint meeting between its
sovereign council and cabinet before going into effect, though it is being seen as key to paving the way for
more official ties.
Sudan was one of several Arab countries that normalized relations with Israel after the initial U.S.-brokered
Abraham Accords with the United Arab Emirates and Bahrain in September. Morocco also followed suit
shortly afterwards to solidify ties with the Jewish state. Israel’s Intelligence Minister Eli Cohen, who led a
delegation to Sudan in January, said in a statement: “This is an important and necessary step toward the
signing of a peace accord between the countries.” (Various 06.04)
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5.16.

Morocco & Israel Sign Agreement Worth Hundreds of Millions of Dollars

At a ceremony on 27 March, the heads of the Israel Manufacturers Association, the Israel Farmers
Federation and the Israeli Federation of the Chambers of Commerce signed a strategic cooperation accord
with the General Confederation of Moroccan Enterprises (CGEM) worth hundreds of millions of dollars.
Since Morocco and Israel resumed diplomatic and economic ties in December, the two countries have
signed a variety of memoranda and agreements. In January, Rabat and Jerusalem signed the first
agreement to open direct flights between the two countries. As part of the ever-growing ties, Morocco and
Israel agreed to create a “parliamentary friendship group” to boost bilateral cooperation. Members of
Morocco’s parliament had their first meeting with Israel’s Knesset representatives on 18 February. (Various
01.04)
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5.17.

Brazil Becomes Morocco’s Third Biggest Trading Partner

Brazil has become Morocco’s third largest trading partner, with Moroccan exports to the South American
country growing by 23.18% in the past year. This means that, as the two countries expand their “multi-level
ties,” only France and Spain now rank ahead of Brazil in terms of commercial relations with Morocco.
In the first quarter of 2021, Moroccan exports to Brazil reached more than $251.88 million (MAD 2.3 billion),
while Moroccan imports from Latin America’s biggest economy reached $141.74 million (MAD 1.3 billion).
Morocco’s trade surplus with Brazil reached $110.13 million (MAD 985.2 million) in the first quarter of 2021.
Compared to the first three months of 2020, which were marked by a trade surplus of $72.2 million (MAD
645.9 million) in Morocco’s favor, the North African country saw a 52.56% growth.
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Trade between the two countries has experienced growth in all aspects, as the first quarter of 2020 saw
Morocco export $204.49 million (MAD 1.8 billion) worth of goods, while imports amounted to $132.29 million
(MAD 1.2 billion). Morocco experienced a growth of 23.17% in exports, and a growth of 7.14% in imports,
compared to the same period last year. (MWN (13.04)
6. TURKISH, CYPRIOT & GREEK DEVELOPMENTS
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6.1. Turkey's Trade Deficit Shrinks by 14% in March
Turkey’s trade deficit narrowed by an annual 14% from the same month a year earlier, when the outbreak
of the COVID-19 pandemic throttled imports and exports. The deficit fell to $4.69 billion last month, the
Trade Ministry said.
Imports rose by an annual 26 % to $23.7 billion, while exports surged by 42 % to $19 billion. Overall trade
jumped by 33 % from a year ago, the ministry said. In the first three months of the year, the trade deficit
declined by 15 % to $11 billion. Exports climbed by 17% to $50 billion, outpacing a 9.7 % increase in
imports to $61.1 billion. (TurkStat 01.04)
Back to Table of Contents

6.2. Turkey’s Unemployed Reaches 15 Million After Cancellation of Pandemic Allowance
Turkey’s short- term work allowance payments, made to employees whose workplaces have stopped
functioning over COVID-19 measures, have been terminated by the government as of 31 March. Millions
of people who have lost their jobs and incomes had been benefiting from these payments since last April.
In a recent cabinet meeting, the Turkish government imposed new restrictions over the measures taken
due to the pandemic, amid a recent spike in infections registering at over 40,000 daily. As part of the
measures, businesses operating in the food industry will only offer take-out services for during the month
of Ramadan, which will start on 13 April.
Turkey unemployment rate registered at 12.2% in January, or close to 4 million people, according to the
Turkish Statistical Institute (TÜİK). While opposition parties and labor unions insist on the maintaining the
short-term work allowance, the government has ended the stipend in order to make savings. The last
payment of this sort for March was made on 5 April, after which applications will no longer be available.
The termination of the allowance, which has benefited more than 4 million people so far, will further increase
unemployment.
Until now, TÜİK has not included in the unemployed category the people benefiting from the short-time
work allowance and cash wage support. This group has been left out of the narrowly defined official number
of unemployed, but after the termination of these allowances, the agency will have to include the
approximate four million to the other 4,068,000, the most recent number announced as officially
unemployed in the country. As a result of this, the narrowly defined official figure of Turkey’s unemployed
will automatically see a sharp rise. (Ahval 05.04)
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6.3. Cyprus Launches €15 Million Fund to Boost Research & Innovation
To strengthen Cyprus’ science and business community, the Research & Innovation Foundation (RIF) has
launched a new €15 million funding program to improve poor performance in this sector. Four new
programs, each with a specific objective, aim to enhance the local ecosystem’s research capacity and
create appropriate conditions to translate knowledge into value-added products and services that deliver
long-term benefits for the economy and society. The new programs also aim to promote private investment
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in Research and Innovation (R&I) and boost the cooperation between the public and private sectors. It will
enhance competitiveness by increasing the critical mass of research activity in Cyprus.
The programs are co-funded by the Republic of Cyprus and the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDF). As part of the new schemes, the Foundation has introduced new features that facilitate access to
funding and support a new generation of scientists. The money hopes to encourage collaborations between
private and publicly funded academic and research organizations.
The program aims at the commercial exploitation of research activities. The program will be announced in
the second half of 2021. The Research and Innovation Foundation is the national authority in charge of
supporting and promoting research, technological development and innovation in Cyprus. (RIF06.04)
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6.4. Bank of Greece Foresees Greek Economy to Rebound by 4.2% This Year
Greece’s economy is expected to rebound by 4.2% this year after an 8.2% slump in 2020, the head of the
country’s central bank told an annual shareholders meeting on 6 April. The economy’s contraction last year
turned out less steep than expected despite tough restrictions to contain the coronavirus pandemic. Both
the European Commission and the Bank of Greece had forecast a 10% decline in gross domestic product.
The central bank’s forecast is above the European Commission’s projection, which sees Greece’s economy
expanding by 3.5% this year as restrictions to stem the spread of COVID-19 will still weigh. Bank Governor
Stournaras said the government’s primary budget balance was likely to show a 5.5% of GDP deficit this
year from 7.0% last year as a result of fiscal support to soften the blow from the pandemic. While Greece
had fared better than many other European countries, a surge of COVID-19 infections forced the
government in November to re-impose a lockdown it had previously lifted.
Turning to the country’s banking sector, Stournaras said banks’ non-performing loans ratio was expected
to drop to 25% this year from 30.2% at the end of 2020. He said in the post-pandemic period, Greece’s
economy would need to address two risks - a large number of failures of non-viable firms and the loss of
jobs, especially in low-skilled labor-intensive sectors. (Various 06.04)
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6.5. Greece Plans Census in October
Greece’s next census is expected to take place on October 23, barring any additional delays stemming
from the pandemic. The last time a count was made of the country’s population was in 2011. By 23
October, a total of 7,150 census takers will be organized into municipal and regional working groups to
conduct the census of agricultural and livestock holdings. A total of €490,000 has been earmarked for the
latter process. (Various 03.04)
7. GENERAL NEWS AND INTEREST
*ISRAEL:
Back to Table of Contents

7.1. Israel's Population Reaches 9.3 Million on Eve of 73rd Independence Day
On the eve of the State of Israel's 73rd Independence Day (Yom Ha'atzmaut) which will take place the
evening of 14 April, the country is now home to a population of 9.3 million people, according to official
figures released by the Central Bureau of Statistics (CBS).
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Approximately 6.9 million citizens are Jewish (approximately 74%), while almost 2 million are Israeli Arabs
(Muslims and Christians, approximately 21%). An additional 467,000 citizens - or 5% are - profess a
different religion or none.
This year, 167,000 babies were born, around 16,300 immigrants arrived in Israel and nearly 50,000 people
died. The CBS data also show that the population of Israel is a young population: about 28.1% of the
population are children aged 0-14 and about 12% of the population are age 65 and over. Since the state's
rebirth in 1948, 3.3 million people have made aliyah in Israel, of which about 1.5 million (44.7%) have been
since 1990.
In 2030, the population of Israel is expected to reach 11.1 million; in 2040 - 13.2 million, and on the 100th
anniversary of Israel's independence in 2048, there are projected to be 15.2 million citizens. At the end of
2019, 46% of the total Jewish population in the world lived in Israel; about 78% of Jews in Israel are "Sabras"
(born in Israel). Israel's population is young, around 28.1% are children aged 0-14 while 12% of its citizens
are aged 65 and over. (CBS 12.04)
*REGIONAL:
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7.2. UAE's Official News Agency Launches a Hebrew-Language Website
WAM, the official news agency of the UAE, recently launched a news site in Hebrew. The Hebrew-language
news outlet is the first of its kind in the UAE and the Arabian Gulf in general, and covers current affairs,
news and provides information on a number of subjects. The site is partnered with Israeli news agency
Tazpit Press Service (TPS).
WAM covers local, regional and global current events 24/7 in 19 different languages. Millions of users from
the Middle East and beyond visit the site every day. WAM has also launched several Hebrew-language
accounts on various social media platforms. The service in Hebrew was launched with the encouragement
and support of all the Emirati leaders comprising the UAE to highlight the importance of the Abraham
Accords' achievements. (Various 07.04)
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7.3. The First Female Astronaut Joins UAE Astronaut Program
United Arab Emirates Prime Minister Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum announced the country
was set to train its first female astronaut. He said Noura Al-Matrooshi was set to join fellow recruit
Mohammed Al-Mulla at the UAE's Mohammed Bin Rashid Space Centre program. He added that the two
would train with NASA. Al-Matrooshi earned her bachelor's degree in mechanical engineering at the United
Arab Emirates University and currently serves as an engineer at the country's National Petroleum
Construction Company. (Various 11.04)
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7.4. Egypt Captivates World with Golden Pharaoh Parade
Twenty-two pharaoh mummies walked the streets of Cairo on the evening of 27 March in a stunning royal
procession from the Egyptian Museum on Tahrir Square to the new National Museum of Egyptian
Civilization (NMEC) in Fustat. The event marked the official launch of NMEC. Against the backdrop of
fireworks, the mummies – 18 kings and four queens – travelled in order of age on purpose-built gold-colored
pharaonic chariots, equipped with an air ride suspension system to absorb vibrations, and bearing the name
of their occupants in Arabic, English and hieroglyphics. Seqenenre Tao II, who reigned over Upper Egypt
around 1,600 BCE, led the parade, while Ramses IX, who ruled in the 12th century BCE, brought up the
rear. In line with strict international standards for the transport of artifacts, the royal remains were placed
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in state-of-the-art sterile display cases to guarantee their immaculate preservation. President El-Sisi
personally welcomed the mummies to their new permanent home in Fustat, the National Museum of
Egyptian Civilization. The 40-minute parade drew participation of 12 Egyptian celebrities, being broadcast
by 200+ global TV channels. (AETOSWire 02.04)
8. ISRAEL LIFE SCIENCE NEWS
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8.1. Nanox Announces FDA Clearance for Single Source Nanox.ARC Digital X-Ray
Nano-X Imaging announced that its single-source Nanox.ARC digital x-ray technology has received 510(k)
clearance from the US FDA. The Company remains on track and expects to submit a 510(k) application to
the FDA for its multi-source Nanox.ARC and the Nanox.CLOUD in 2021. If cleared, the multi-source
Nanox.ARC will be the Company’s commercial imaging system that it expects to deploy broadly across the
globe.
Neve Ilan's Nanox, is developing a commercial-grade digital X-ray source designed to be used in real-world
medical imaging applications. Nanox believes that its novel technology could significantly reduce the costs
of medical imaging systems and plans to seek collaborations with world-leading healthcare organizations
and companies to provide affordable, early detection imaging service for all. (Nanox 02.04)
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8.2. IceCure's ProSense Cryoablation System Granted FDA Breakthrough Designation
IceCure Medical has been granted Designation as a Breakthrough Device from the U.S. FDA for its lead
asset, ProSense, and proposed indication for use, including for use in the treatment of patients with T1
invasive breast cancer and/or patients not suitable for surgical alternatives for the treatment of breast
cancer. ProSense is a liquid-nitrogen-based cryoablation system that enables minimally-invasive,
treatment of cancer tumors.
The FDA Breakthrough Device Program is intended to help patients receive more timely access to medical
devices that have the potential to provide more effective treatment or diagnosis for life-threatening or
irreversibly debilitating diseases or conditions. Under the program, the FDA will provide a priority review
and feedback through development to commercialization. IceCure looks forward to this accelerated
collaborative dialogue with the FDA to expedite the commercialization of ProSense for the treatment of
benign and malignant tumors.
Founded in 2006, Caesarea's IceCure Medical develops and markets an advanced liquid-nitrogen-based
cryoablation therapy for the treatment of tumors (benign and cancerous) by freezing, with the primary focus
areas being breast, kidney, bone and lung cancer. Its minimally-invasive technology is a safe and effective
surgical alternative to tumor removal that is easily performed in a relatively short procedure. The system is
marketed and sold worldwide, after receiving FDA and CE approvals. (IceCure Medical 05.04)
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8.3. Sheba & Synchrony Medical Trial for Personalized Chest Physiotherapy System
Synchrony Medical, a medical device company developing a personalized chest physiotherapy system
designed to provide efficient airway clearance, has recently initiated a clinical trial at The National Cystic
Fibrosis Center of Israel, at Sheba Medical Center. The trial aims to test the functionality of the system and
compare its airway clearance effectiveness to standard of care solutions currently used in Cystic Fibrosis
and Bronchiectasis patients.
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Or Yehuda's Synchrony Medical has developed a novel airway clearance system based on a unique chest
physiotherapy method developed at the National Cystic Fibrosis Center of Israel, Sheba Medical Center.
The system includes real time sensing for an adaptive treatment to achieve effective airway clearance.
Synchrony Medical is a portfolio company of MEDX Xelerator, a medical device incubator formed as an
initiative of MEDX Ventures Group together with Boston Scientific, Intellectual Ventures and Sheba Medical
Center.
The largest and most comprehensive medical center in the Middle East, Sheba Medical Center is
generating global impact through its medical care, research and healthcare transformation. Sheba's City
of Health boasts an acute-care hospital, rehabilitation hospital, research and innovation hubs, medical
simulation center and center for disaster response on one comprehensive campus in the center of Israel.
A university teaching hospital affiliated with the Sackler School of Medicine at Tel-Aviv University, Sheba is
shaping the future of healthcare, educating the next generation of care providers. (MEDX Xelerator 06.04)
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8.4. Respinova Granted FDA 510(k) Clearance for Pulsehaler
Respinova has received 510(k) clearance from the U.S. FDA to market Pulsehaler. Pulsehaler is an
innovative device that facilitates the opening of airways and clearance of secretions in patients with
respiratory diseases.
Pulsehaler is the first device to use patented Dynamic Multi-frequency Pressure Pulse technology. Driven
by an internal turbine and multi-frequency vibration disc, Pulsehaler sends air pressure pulsations directly
into the lung, making it easier to use for patients with airway restrictions.
Herzliya's Respinova is a privately held medical technology company with decades of experience in
developing and commercializing innovative medical devices in diverse therapeutic areas. Respinova is a
two-time winner of the prestigious European Horizon program. (Respinova 06.04)
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8.5. Nucleix Secures $55 Million Funding Led by RA Capital Management
Nucleix has secured $55 million from a syndicate of leading life science investors in an oversubscribed
financing round. The round was led by RA Capital Management, with participation from new investors
including funds and accounts managed by BlackRock, Lilly Asia Ventures, LYFE Capital and MILFAM.
Existing investors participating in the round include OrbiMed, Aurum Ventures, DSC Investment, OCI Bio
Investments and Zohar Zisapel. Nucleix will utilize the proceeds of the financing to continue the rapid
advancement of its unique methylation technology, known as EpiCheck, and to develop Lung EpiCheck,
its lead product for the early detection of lung cancer.
EpiCheck is an ultra-sensitive technology for the detection of methylation changes and is compatible with
both next-generation sequencing (NGS) and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) platforms. Nucleix is
applying the NGS application of EpiCheck for deep discovery, to reveal new biomarkers that may be used
in the early detection and monitoring of cancer. In turn, these discoveries can be advanced as highly
sensitive tests using the PCR application of EpiCheck, with the potential to run cost-effectively in both
centralized and local laboratories.
Lung EpiCheck is a highly sensitive, methylation-based blood assay for the early detection of lung cancer.
The test analyzes subtle, disease-specific changes in DNA methylation markers meeting the needs of its
target population – current and past smokers – to catch cancer earlier when treatment can be most effective.
In October 2020, clinical data on the first generation of Lung EpiCheck was published in the European
Respiratory Journal. Nucleix is now developing an improved version of the assay and will initiate a
prospective study to validate the test, with the goal of making it available in 2022.
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Rehovot's Nucleix is a liquid biopsy company revolutionizing cancer treatment with earlier disease detection
at a time when intervention can bring the greatest impact for patients. Leveraging NGS and PCR-based
epigenetics, the Company’s pioneering testing approach uses methylation-based identification for earlystage and recurring cancer detection. The Company’s non-invasive EpiCheck® platform delivers highly
accurate and sensitive results, all while providing a seamless testing option for patients and the healthcare
system. The Company is building an EpiCheck franchise, beginning with the Bladder EpiCheck® testing
kit, marketed in Europe for bladder cancer recurrence. The Company is advancing a Lung EpiCheck test
toward commercialization for high-risk individuals, while advancing additional tests for high-risk diseases.
(Nucleix 07.04)
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8.6. BGU Researchers Novel Probiotic Yogurt-Based Treatment for Inflammatory Conditions
Researchers at Ben-Gurion University of the Negev (BGU) have identified novel drug candidates based on
molecules isolated from probiotic yogurt for combating pathogenic bacteria and for treating various
inflammatory conditions, including inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) and COVID-19 related cytokine
storms.
A startup company has recently been established for the further development and
commercialization of the technology by BGN Technologies, the technology transfer company of BGU.
Probiotics are widely perceived as helping immune functions, affecting balanced microbial populations in
the digestive system and potentially protecting the body against bacterial infections. Kefir, a type of yogurt,
is a fermented probiotic dairy drink made by inoculating milk with microorganism mixtures, particularly yeast
and bacteria. Researchers succeeded in isolating molecules secreted by a predominant yeast in the kefir
and showed that the molecules have significant potential to combat pathogenic bacteria. In particular, the
BGU researchers demonstrated that the kefir-secreted molecules were able to significantly reduce
virulence of Vibrio cholerae – the causative agent of cholera. The anti-bacterial effect was based on
disrupting communication among the bacterial cells and interfering in the assembly of bacterial aggregates
called biofilms, which play significant roles in V. cholerae virulence and disease progression. Importantly,
achieving anti-bacterial activity through blocking cell communication is a promising strategy against
antibiotic-resistant bacteria.
BGN Technologies is the technology transfer company of Ben-Gurion University, the third largest university
in Israel. BGN Technologies brings technological innovations from the lab to the market and fosters
research collaborations and entrepreneurship among researchers and students. To date, BGN
Technologies has established over 100 startup companies in the fields of biotech, hi-tech, and cleantech,
and has initiated leading technology hubs, incubators, and accelerators. (BGN Technologies 08.04)
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8.7. Tel Aviv University Reveals Major Breakthrough in the Battle Against Brain Cancer
On 11 April, Tel Aviv University (TAU) announced a major breakthrough in understanding and treating one
of the most aggressive forms of brain cancer - Glioblastoma. It is aggressive, invasive, and fast-growing,
making it resistant to existing treatments, with patients dying within a year of the cancer's onset. Moreover,
Glioblastoma is defined as a 'cold tumor', which means that it does not respond to immunotherapeutic
attempts to activate the immune system against it.
Initially, the researchers identified an unusual failure in the brain's immune system, which not only did not
inhibit the cancer, it actually amplified the cell division and spread of Glioblastoma cancer cells. This is due
to the presence of a protein - P-Selectin (SELP). Researchers were able to inhibit the secretion of the
SELP protein, thereby neutralizing the failure in the immune system, restoring its normal activity, and
blocking the spread of this incurable cancer.
Unfortunately, Glioblastoma patients need new treatments immediately. This treatment may be the needed
breakthrough in the battle against the most daunting cancer of all. (TAU 11.04)
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9. ISRAEL PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY NEWS
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9.1. Orbit Receives Order for Innovative Military Maritime Satellite Communication Systems
Orbit Communications Systems received an order from a new customer, a leading European integrator, for
OceanTRx4 Mil satellite communications systems for new naval military platforms for a total of
approximately $3.1 million. Delivery of the systems, which will provide the fleet with continuous satellite
broadband connectivity, is expected to begin during 2022.
OceanTRx 4 Mil is a Maritime Satcom Terminal, based on the OceanTRx4 platform but with advanced
military features. A patented satellite communication system designed for maritime platforms and supports
a variety of configurations of 1.15-meter diameter antenna systems, operating at Ku, X and Ka frequencies
including simultaneous operation of a variety frequencies for global operation. The OceanTRx 4 Mil system
is designed for quick and convenient installation, maintenance and upgrade, combining RF performance
and exceptional system availability for security customers
Netanya's Orbit Communication Systems, a leading global provider of airborne communications and
satellite-tracking maritime and ground-station solutions, is helping to expand and redefine how we connect.
Orbit systems are on airliners and jet fighters, cruise ships and navy vessels, ground stations and offshore
platforms. (Orbit 01.04)
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9.2. Audioburst Launches New Platform to Help Bring Podcasts to Any App
Tel Aviv's Audioburst launched a new platform that acts as the world’s first podcast feed for mobile apps.
Platform for Apps will offer consumers personalized, up-to-the-minute audio content within their chosen
apps while providing incremental and recurring revenue for thousands of app developers.
The launch comes at a time where podcasts - and audio platforms generally - are experiencing a boom in
popularity. Today, 100 million Americans are regularly tuning in to listen to their favorite celebrity, news
station, or scripted show. Audioburst’s AI technology listens to, analyzes, and indexes millions of minutes
of audio content such as podcasts and radio which it segments into short audio clips (or ‘bursts’) that are
aggregated into relevant playlists. Users can then enjoy content from a variety of sources based on their
interests.
Platform for Apps was launched to capitalize on the shift in consumer behavior and can layer apps with
content from podcasts or talk radio into apps that don’t currently offer it. Apps with existing players can
integrate content via an API whereas apps interested in introducing audio content for the first time can do
so via a SDK. Audioburst claims it has created the world's largest library of indexed talk audio content.
(Audioburst 31.03)
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9.3. Rivery Raises $16 Million Series A Round to Expand SaaS DataOps Platform
Ramat Gan's Rivery, which has developed a DataOps platform, has raised $16 million in a series A
financing round led by Entrée Capital and existing investor State of Mind Ventures (SOMV). Rivery has
built a SaaS DataOps platform that gives companies control over their organizational data through the
ingestion, transformation, and orchestration of data processes. Since launching in 2019, Rivery has added
hundreds of customers and seen 500% growth with enterprise companies, including Bayer, American
Cancer Society, WalkMe, Entravision and Preqin. The new funding round will be used to accelerate growth
across business and R&D teams. The company plans to triple in size globally, and currently there are 60
open positions to be filled in 2021.
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Rivery’s approach to DataOps and data management incorporates automation and actionable logic into the
traditional data ETL/ELT (extract, transform, and load) processes. Rivery is a Premier Technology Partners
with Snowflake, and also has partnerships with Microsoft Azure, Amazon’s AWS, Google Cloud, Looker
Analytics, and Tableau. (Rivery 30.03)
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9.4. Minerva Labs Wins Six Gold Cybersecurity Excellence Awards
Minerva Labs has been named the Gold Winner of six Cybersecurity Excellence Awards for demonstrating
extraordinary innovation and leadership in information security. Accolades include Gold Awards for Best
Cybersecurity Startup, Anti Malware, Deception Technology and others. Minerva Labs was named a Gold
Winner in every category for which the company was nominated. The Minerva Labs Gold Awards are:







Best Cybersecurity Startup
Anti Malware
Deception Technology
Endpoint Detection and Response
Endpoint Security
Technology – Middle East

The 2021 Cybersecurity Excellence Awards honor individuals and companies that demonstrate excellence,
innovation, and leadership in information security. The awards are produced in cooperation with the
Information Security Community on LinkedIn, tapping into the experience of over 500,000 cybersecurity
professionals to recognize the world's best cybersecurity products, individuals and organizations.
A 2020 Gartner Cool Vendor, Petah Tikva's Minerva Labs was founded in 2014 with the mission of
overturning the ever growing hacking tide that is still engulfing the cyber world. The challenge was not just
to create a platform that utterly defeats cyberattacks but also one that does so regardless of an
organization’s time, team size, skills, and toolset. Through years of innovation and dedication, Minerva
was successful in developing an endpoint security solution that is not just the most effective, but also the
most resourceful and cost-effective both for managed and unmanaged devices. (Minerva Labs 02.04)
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9.5. Minerva Labs Launches Cloud Version of its Endpoint Threat Prevention Platform
Minerva Labs launched the cloud version of its award-winning endpoint security solution. Available now,
the new cloud and virtual offerings enable customers' additional flexibility for deployment and lower cost as
they move to the cloud.
New form factors make delivering Minerva Lab's platform faster and more efficient where customers can
immediately deploy the virtual and cloud versions with no hardware required, driving down cost and
complexity for new deployments and provide proven scalability. Deployed on the endpoint, the Minerva
Armor includes multi-layer prevention engines that create an environment that neutralizes and prevents
malicious activity prior to the execution phase of the attack. The multi-layered engines combine advanced
prevention-oriented cyber warfare approaches, such as deterrence-based & active deception, active
camouflage, browser isolation, virtual patching, vaccination and other anti-evasion capabilities.
A 2020 Gartner Cool Vendor, Petah Tikva's Minerva Labs was founded in 2014 with the mission of
overturning the ever growing hacking tide that is still engulfing the cyber world. The challenge was not just
to create a platform that utterly defeats cyberattacks but also one that does so regardless of an
organization’s time, team size, skills, and toolset. Through years of innovation and dedication, Minerva
was successful in developing an endpoint security solution that is not just the most effective, but also the
most resourceful and cost-effective both for managed and unmanaged devices. (Minerva Labs 06.04)
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9.6. Empathy Raises $13 Million for Application Minimizing Burdens After Losing a Loved One
Empathy announced the launch of its application on iOS and Android for users across the United States.
Empathy's technology-enabled platform is designed to guide families experiencing loss with purpose and
compassion. Empathy is backed by $13 million in a seed round co-led by General Catalyst and Aleph.
Combining technology and human support, Empathy provides a digital companion application built to
empower bereaved families. Empathy's software streamlines end-of-life bureaucracy, minimizes tedious
tasks, and automates processes involved in the administration of an estate. Simplified steps assist families
in completing action items, making informed decisions and avoiding common mistakes. The experience is
personalized for each user to ensure families are not overwhelmed by an excess of information. Human
support is available to provide users both emotional and practical assistance, creating a hybrid experience
to help families navigate arrangements and grief.
Tel Aviv's Empathy's mission is to help families deal with loss, incorporating both emotional and logistical
support for the families in their time of need. Powered by technology and driven by purpose, Empathy's
application simplifies and streamlines end-of-life bureaucracy with personalized plans and grief support.
(Empathy 06.04)
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9.7. DISH Selects Allot to Protect US' First Cloud-native 5G Network from Cyber-Threats
DISH Network Corporation has chosen Allot to provide end-to-end User Plane Protection (UPP) against
DDoS and botnet attacks on the United States’ first cloud-native, OpenRAN-based 5G network. In addition,
DISH will partner with Allot to provide cybersecurity threat protection services for its consumer, MVNO and
SMB customers. This protection will cover DISH’s 5G network and off-network activities against
cyberattacks such as malware, viruses, ransomware and phishing attacks.
With Allot’s network intelligence and security solutions, DISH’s 5G network will be optimally equipped to
continually evolve its security posture and enable the network to automatically serve, act and adapt.
Hod HaSharon's Allot is a provider of leading innovative network intelligence and security solutions for
service providers and enterprises worldwide, enhancing value to their customers. Their solutions are
deployed globally for network and application analytics, traffic control and shaping, network-based security
services, and more. Allot’s multi-service platforms are deployed by over 500 mobile, fixed and cloud service
providers and over 1000 enterprises. (Allot 06.04)
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9.8. Infinidat Helps Enterprises Fight Ransomware with Fast Cyber Recovery Capabilities
Infinidat announced the world’s fastest data recovery capabilities to significantly enhance its InfiniGuard
appliance for enterprise users. The new InfiniGuard CyberRecovery capabilities provide best-in-class
transparent protection of the entire backup environment. It features immutable snapshots and nearinstantaneous recovery to previous points-in-time based on customer-defined policies.
These
advancements uniquely address the threat of cyberattacks, such as ransomware, which attacks companies,
on average, every 14 seconds.1
InfiniGuard CyberRecovery addresses the growing threat of ransomware, a malicious intrusion into the data
centers of enterprises and cloud service providers. When ransomware takes data hostage, it destroys
backup copies of data, steals credentials, leaks, stolen information and worse. It has caused businesses of
all sizes to shut down operations overnight, so it is not unusual for a company to pay a large sum of money
to restore their business. InfiniGuard CyberRecovery protects the backup solution itself through its
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transparent protection functionality, which is a new-generation approach to defending against ransomware
and other cyber threats. InfiniGuard offers immutable snapshots using WORM (write once read many)
technology, ensuring that copies of data cannot be deleted, encrypted or changed.
Herzliya's Infinidat helps enterprises and service providers empower their data-driven competitive
advantage at scale. Infinidat’s software-focused architecture delivers sub-millisecond latency, 100%
availability, and scalability with a significantly lower total cost of ownership than competing storage
technologies. The company was founded by storage industry pioneer, Moshe Yanai, in 2011 and has
shipped over 7.1EB worldwide to date. (Infinidat 07.04)
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9.9. Perimeter 81 Launches Firewall as a Service Offering to Strengthen its SASE Platform
Perimeter 81 has launched its Firewall as a Service offering (FWaaS), Network Traffic Control (NTC). The
new release advances Perimeter 81’s Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) platform, which enables
organizations of all sizes to consume security at the edge.
Perimeter 81’s NTC brings FWaaS-level security to customers’ cloud network perimeter and builds upon
Perimeter 81’s holistic SASE offering, which includes Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA), Zero Trust
Application Access (ZTAA), and DNS Filtering capabilities. Network Traffic Control allows IT teams to
easily create policies that apply to their Perimeter 81 cloud edge network and enforce network traffic control
both inside and outside of their network. Using Perimeter 81’s FWaaS offering, customers can segment
Layer 3 and 4 access based on user or group identity, using network policy rules that provide granular
control of how data flows at every layer. Perimeter 81 users can create traffic filtering rules for network
objects that include addresses, users, groups and services.
Tel Aviv's Perimeter 81 is a leading Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) provider that has taken the
outdated, complex and hardware-based network security technologies, and transformed them into one
unified, scalable and easy-to-use software solution — simplifying secure access for the modern and
distributed workforce. Perimeter 81’s clients range from small businesses to Fortune 500 corporations
across a variety of sectors, and our partners are among the world’s foremost integrators, managed service
providers and channel resellers. (Perimeter 81 06.04)
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9.10.

Safe-T & Thales Offer Zero Trust Solution to Control Access to Applications

Safe-T Group announced the availability of a joint Zero Trust Access solution between its wholly owned
subsidiary, Safe-T Data A.R. and Thales, designed to help organizations address their remote access
scenarios with a simple and secure solution. In the world of digital transformation and work from home, the
need for remote access to corporate resources has grown exponentially.
In order to provide their partners and customers with a best-of-breed secure remote access solution, SafeT and Thales offer a Zero Trust Access solution, building on Safe-T ZoneZero and Thales SafeNet Trusted
Access. The combined solutions grant access to applications on a need-to-know basis ONLY, while giving
all users (managed and un-managed) fast and seamless access to the resources they need.
SafeNet Trusted Access is a cloud-based access management service that combines the convenience of
cloud and web single sign-on (SSO) with granular access security. By validating identities, enforcing
access policies and applying Smart Single Sign-On, organizations can ensure secure, convenient access
to numerous cloud applications from one easy-to-navigate console.
Herzliya's Safe-T Group is a provider of access solutions and intelligent data collection. Their cloud and
on-premises solutions mitigate attacks on enterprises’ business-critical services and sensitive data, while
ensuring uninterrupted business continuity. Organization’s access use cases, whether into the organization
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or from the organization out to the internet, are secured according to the “validate first, access later”
philosophy of Safe-T’s zero trust. This means that no one is trusted by default from inside or outside the
network, and verification is required from everyone trying to gain access to resources on the network or in
the cloud. (Safe-T Group 13.04)
10. ISRAEL ECONOMIC STATISTICS
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10.1.

Foreign Exchange Reserves at the Bank of Israel as of March 2021

Israel’s foreign exchange reserves at the end of March 2021 stood at $185,690 million, an increase of $635
million from their level at the end of the previous month. The reserves represent 46% of GDP. The increase
was the result of foreign exchange purchases by the Bank of Israel totaling $1,983 million, private sector
transfers of approximately $7 million and government transfers from abroad totaling approximately $339
million.
In contrast, the increase was partly offset by a revaluation that decreased the reserves by approximately
$1,694 million. (BoI 07.04)
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10.2.

Israel's Fiscal Deficit Narrows As Economy Begins Recovery

Israel's fiscal deficit fell to 12.1% of GDP for the 12 months to the end of March 2021, the Ministry of Finance
announced. There are distinct signs of economic recovery, as Israel's fiscal deficit narrowed for the first
time in months to 12.1% of GDP for the 12 months to the end of March 2021, from 12.4% at the end of
February. The fiscal deficit for the 12 months to the end of March 2021 was NIS 169.4 billion, down from
NIS 174 billion for the 12 months to the end of February 2021.
In March 2021 the fiscal deficit was NIS 11.4 billion, up from NIS 10.9 billion in February 2021 but down
from NIS 15.9 billion in March 2020 when the COVID-19 pandemic first hit. Government revenues in March
2021 totaled NIS 35.6 billion and totaled NIS 98 billion in the first three months of the year, 19.8% up from
the corresponding period of 2020. Since the start of the crisis the government has poured NIS 134.7 billion
into the economy in aid, 67% of the allocated amount. (MoF 12.04)
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10.3.

Average Salary in Israel Rose by 7% in 2020

The average monthly salary in Israel for full time employees rose by 7% in 2020 to NIS 11,538, compared
with 2019, according to the Central Bureau of Statistics. One of the main reasons for the rise was the fall
in the number of low paid jobs because of the COVID-19 pandemic, which lifted the average.
The number of salaried jobs in Israel fell by 10% to 3,369,000. The cuts were mainly in the hotel, catering
and restaurant sectors where the number of jobs fell 40.9% and in the arts, entertainment and leisure sector
where the number of jobs fell 35.7%. The Central Bureau of Statistics said that the average monthly salary
in the high-tech sector in Israel in 2020 was NIS 24,974, up 6.1% from 2019. (CBS 04.04)
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10.4.

Israel Sees 29% Increase in Apartment Purchases for the Last Quarter of 2020

From October 2020 to January 2021, roughly 28,700 apartments were purchased in Israel, an increase of
29% compared to the same period in 2019, according to report from the Finance Ministry. This increase,
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the highest since 2016, is explained by the purchase of around 6,200 apartments by investors, an increase
of 77% compared to the same quarter in 2019. The purchase tax was reduced last July.
Over the whole of 2020, 107,500 transactions for apartments were carried out - a decrease of 2% compared
to 2019. Of all transactions, the share of investors was 19.2% of total purchases, i.e. 6.3% more compared
to the last quarter of 2019 and 4.5% more than for the previous quarter.
Despite the coronavirus pandemic, November was the month in which the most apartments were
purchased, since 2009. Most experts predict the boom to continue in 2021, however, with prices expected
to rise 3 to 4% during the year, according to government forecasts. (FM 12.04)
11. IN DEPTH
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11.1.

ISRAEL: IVC-Meitar Israeli Tech Review for 2021's First Quarter

Key findings Q1/2021:






$5.37b were invested in 172 Israeli tech deals – doubled compared to capital volume raised in
Q1/2020
20 deals exceeded $100 million each – 55% of the total amount raised this quarter
Early rounds (Seed + A) investments sharply increased – more than double of the average amounts
in 2015-2020
Quarterly M&A transactions have summed up to $2 billion
Out of the total 21 IPO deals, 19 deals were performed on Tel-Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE)

Israeli high-tech capital raising has skyrocketed in Q1/2021. The quarterly capital amount soared to $5.37
billion in 172 deals. The quarterly amount mounted 89% over Q4/2020 results and twofold compared to
Q1/2020. The prolific results were mostly due to 20 deals of over $100 million each, which cumulated up
to $2.96b, capturing 55% of the total quarterly capital raised in Q1/2021, and nearly tripled from the last
quarter.
Graph 1: Israeli High-Tech Investments, $m, Q1/2015 - Q1/2021
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The increased funding levels in Q1/2021 were derived based on the increased activity of foreign investors
that made 594 investments (in 124 deals), a sharp rise compared to the average of under 400 quarterly
investments in 2019-2020.
VC-backed deals continued their sonic growth trend, accounting for 96% or $5.18 billion in 134 deals. On
the other hand, non-VC-backed deals continued to shrink as a share of the overall investments and sank
to 22%, probably another sign of the ever-increasing valuations.
The high amounts in Q1/2021 funding resemble the surge in tech companies' valuations in NASDAQ
indices. However, the high correlation between the Israeli private tech companies funding and NASDAQ
valuations suggests that Israeli tech financing might expect some decline in the capital flow further into
2021.
Graph 2: VC-Backed Deals Q1/2015 – Q1/2021

Early rounds investments (Seed + A) deal-making kept an average pace, while the capital investment
volume continued to climb. The high level of investments amounts in Q1/2021 was more than double the
average amounts in 2015-2020 for both Seed and A rounds deals. In Q1/2021, Mid and Later rounds
surpassed all previous quarterly results, doubling from the prior quarter's capital volume. Later rounds were
made this quarter - $2.18 billion in total amount.
Marianna Shapira, Research Manager at IVC, said: "COVID-19 strongly impacted Israel in 2020. The
year 2021 started on a much more positive note for the Israeli high-tech industry, resulting in the record
quarterly capital intake, as well as a rebound in exit proceeds, demonstrating a bustling quarter in local
initial public offerings activity.
However, this robust quarter has been successful mostly for the growth stage, veteran companies that have
been accepted on global scale, and possess long-term connections with the foreign investor's community.
A different picture can be seen on the other scale of the Israeli startups’ scene. Though younger startups
enjoyed some increase in capital intake, their numbers didn't climb up, which implies that there is much
harder competition among companies seeking capital".
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Graph 3: Deals Over $100 Million, Q1/2015-Q1/2021

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&As)
In Q1/2021, M&A transactions accounted for $2.07 billion (33 transactions) of total capital intake. These
figures support the return to normality after the slowdown in M&As activity in 2020.
Graph 4: Israeli High-Tech Exits by Deal Type, Q1/2019-Q1/2021

Public Capital Markets
The public market continued with the same level of activity as H2/2020. In Q1/2021 IVC recorded 21 IPOs,
most of them (19) in TASE. However, the 'big money' derived from Wall Street with Playtika's IPO (third
Exit) on NASDAQ amounting to $2.16 billion.
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About the Annual High-tech Report
The Israeli Tech Review is the first report of its kind in Israel. The report evaluates fundraising, mergers
and acquisitions, and the capital markets to provide a comprehensive analysis of the Israeli high-tech
activity industry. The report contains comparative data from previous years, leading trends, insights into
future trends, and fund raising projected data.
The report summarizes Israeli high-tech companies or companies associated with Israel in the years 2015Q1/2021. The number of deals and their volume may change throughout the reported year due to ongoing
online IVC database data updates.
Meitar is the leading law firm in the Israeli high-tech market. Meitar specializes in all aspects of tech
company activity and regularly advises and consults entrepreneurs, start-up companies, international and
mature companies, investment funds, and investors of all types. The firm has and continues to be involved
in hundreds of deals in the high-tech industry, including mergers and acquisitions, issuances, financing and
bond raising rounds on the capital market, changes in structure, and regularly advises local and foreign
companies in a variety of fields. The firm is active in all areas of commercial law and advises in all areas of
finance.
IVC Research Center is Israel's largest research center in high-tech and venture capital. It has been
evaluating these areas for over 23 years, analyzing trends and developments in the industry. Our studies,
services, and publications have been widely used by international and local entities, including high-tech
companies, venture capital funds, investors and financial institutions, including the Central Bureau of
Statistics, the Israel Bank, and the Chief Scientist of the Ministry of Economy, among many others. (IVC
12.04)
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11.2.

JORDAN: The Hamzah Affair Context & Implications of Jordan’s Royal Crisis

Ghaith al-Omari and Robert Satloff noted in the Washington Institute's PolicyWatch on 5 April that while
the immediate crisis seems to have ended, the stunningly public Hashemite feud is a reminder that Jordan’s
stability needs tending and is not something to be taken for granted by Washington or Amman’s regional
friends.

The news emerging out of Amman; with former crown prince Hamzah bin Hussein ultimately vowing
allegiance to his half-brother King Abdullah II after being placed at the center of coup rumors, and other
former senior officials being arrested, is highly unusual in the traditionally quiet Middle Eastern kingdom
that is approaching its centennial in a few weeks. While the full picture is unlikely to emerge soon, if ever,
these developments focus attention on the country’s internal situation and highlight the need to bolster the
stability of a key U.S. ally after a period of relative disinterest from Washington.
Potential Royal Showdown Amid Public Unrest
The visible security actions against Prince Hamzah, stripping him of his security detail and restricting his
movement and access to communication, sharply differ from the kingdom’s typical means of handling its
internal business. News of tensions within the Hashemite royal family occasionally surface, yet they tend
to be resolved quickly and quietly away from the public eye.
For example, in 2017 King Abdullah relieved two of his siblings — full-brother Faisal and half-brother
Hashim — of their military commands, fueling rumors of family discord. Yet both princes fell in line,
quashing further rumors. A similar dynamic occurred in 1999 when King Hussein reshuffled the line of
succession just weeks before his death from cancer, replacing his brother Hassan, who had served as
crown prince since 1965, with his eldest son Abdullah, a military officer. Despite the shock and deep,
personal blow, Hassan did not protest the shift and has always expressed public support for his nephew as
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king. Indeed, one needs to go back to the tense days following the 1951 assassination of the kingdom’s
founder, Abdullah I, to find any precedent for Jordanian princes taking their feuds public - and even then,
there was no talk of coup plotting.
Prince Hamzah is half-brother to the current monarch and the eldest son from King Hussein’s marriage to
his fourth wife, Queen Noor. Upon ascending to the throne in 1999, Abdullah appointed Hamzah as crown
prince pursuant to their father’s dying wish; Hussein was said to dote on Hamzah, who has a reputation for
piety, modesty and connection with Jordan’s tribes. Five years later, Abdullah relieved Hamzah of this title
in favor of his own eldest son, Hussein, which was not an unusual act given that the late King Hussein
named three different crown princes during his reign. Hamzah did not publicly object to the decision at the
time, yet he subsequently positioned himself as a sympathetic figure and avatar of reform among
Jordanians discontented with the country’s socioeconomic situation, especially disaffected tribal elements.
Initially, officials sought to play down Hamzah’s latest actions, which from afar seemed to fall somewhere
in the gray zone between open criticism and operational moves to execute a coup. But this changed when
he issued two video messages on 3 April, one in Arabic and one in English. The videos described
restrictions placed on his movement and communications by the chief of the Jordanian general staff, then
criticized corruption and poor governance in the kingdom, which he claimed have gone on for “fifteen to
twenty years”—around the duration of Abdullah’s reign and the decision to remove him as crown prince.
Following these messages, the government adopted a harsher tone toward Hamzah, with Foreign Minister
Ayman Safadi accusing him of “activities...targeting the country’s security and stability” during a 4 April
press conference. Hamzah then further escalated by publicly vowing to “disobey” orders that he refrain
from communication with the outside world.
To avoid a head-on clash that could have tarnished the monarchy, the king offered Hamzah an alternative
path of reconciliation in the Bedouin tradition of sulha, entrusting his well-respected uncle Hassan to handle
the sensitive discussions. This resulted in a meeting of senior princes at Hassan’s home, where Hamzah
signed an extraordinary letter vowing fealty to Abdullah and current crown prince Hussein, stating, “In light
of the developments of the past two days, I place myself in the hands of His Majesty the King.” This climbdown appears to mark the end of the current episode, though it is unlikely to be the final chapter of the
conflict between the half-brothers. An eventual faceoff is not out of the question, but even that is more
likely to end with Hamzah leaving the country rather than being jailed and turned into a martyr for the
opposition.
Officials also announced the arrest of Bassem Awadallah and Hassan bin Zaid along with “sixteen to
eighteen” other individuals, mainly Hamzah’s aides and security detail. Awadallah, a former minister and
chief of the Royal Court, is a controversial figure whom many Jordanians identify with corruption. He and
bin Zaid, great-grandson of the first King Abdullah and grandson to a former prime minister, have extensive
regional ties and served at various times as the current king’s private envoys to Saudi Arabia. These
connections, coupled with repeated official assertions about contacts with “external quarters,” have fueled
rumors that other regional states may be involved in the crisis.
These events come at a tense time for the kingdom domestically. COVID-19 is running rampant there with
633,000 infections and 7,201 deaths among a total population of 10 million, making the government’s initial
successes in containment a distant memory. The economy, already suffering, has been hit hard by the
pandemic, with record unemployment at the end of 2020 and poverty rates increasing by 39 percent over
the past year. Trust in public institutions, with the notable exceptions of the monarchy and the
military/security sector, is very low due to widespread perceptions of inefficiency and corruption. These
views have been amplified by a series of tragic accidents attributable to dereliction of public duty in recent
years, especially after several COVID-19 patients died in a new government hospital last month because
of failures in supplying oxygen. Calls for demonstrations over the past few weeks did not garner wide
participation—due in no small part to preemptive security measures—but they nevertheless raised
concerns about simmering public dissatisfaction. Throughout, Hamzah was perceived to have positioned
himself as sympathetic to these concerns and a foil to the king.
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Domestic and Regional Implications
Although it is too early to reach definitive conclusions, some familiar patterns are starting to take shape.
Traditionally, serious domestic threats in the kingdom have tended to produce a “rally round the flag”
dynamic. Similar to the 2005 al-Qaeda hotel bombings in Amman and the more recent Islamic State attacks
against Jordanians, the Hamzah affair is being used to draw a sharp contrast between two realities: the
less-than-ideal yet stable circumstances that currently characterize life in the kingdom, and the chaos that
has defined neighboring countries since the Arab Spring. Official messaging also highlighted Hamzah’s
alleged links with Jordanian dissidents abroad, many of whom are publicly discredited.
Anecdotal evidence indicates that these messages are resonating with many in the public; indeed, virtually
no prominent, mainstream public figures have spoken out in support of Hamzah apart from his mother.
Despite laying bare a long-simmering Hashemite feud, the situation may wind up easing domestic pressure
on the palace in the short term by shifting attention away from COVID and other socioeconomic challenges.
Yet the underlying sources of dissatisfaction that Hamzah tapped into are real and will inevitably manifest
themselves again in the future if Amman does not address them. These include emergency issues like the
pandemic, as well as more structural issues like broader economic, political, and governance reform. As in
the past, the immediate aftermath of the Hamzah affair will probably see a strengthening of the security
sector at the expense of reform, as suggested by the central role that top military officer Maj. Gen. Yousef
al-Huneiti played in isolating the prince. The situation could even reverse the impact of the king’s highly
publicized February 17 letter to the head of the General Intelligence Directorate about curtailing the powerful
institution’s role in certain economic and political arenas. Even before this weekend’s crisis, the government
had already shut down the popular chat platform Clubhouse to prevent unwelcome online criticism.
Externally, Jordanian officials have often complained about being taken for granted by neighboring states
and Washington. This feeling turned to dread during the Trump administration, which maintained
substantial aid to the kingdom but was perceived as being uninterested in Amman’s views on regional
policies, especially regarding the Palestinian issue. These events seem to have reminded many capitals
that domestic developments in Jordan can play a central role in regional security. Saudi Arabia quickly
expressed support for the king and commitment to the kingdom’s stability, followed by other Arab states.
Similarly, State Department spokesman Ned Price described King Abdullah as a “key partner” who has the
Biden administration’s “full support.” If the past is any guide, this political backing will be a prelude to
renewed and even expanded financial support from Jordan’s friends, especially in the Gulf—a major
potential lifeline amid the country’s COVID-induced recession.
In this context, Amman needs to tread delicately with its so-far-unsubstantiated accusations of significant
foreign connections to the alleged conspiracy. Among the countries whose names have been bandied
about—Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Israel—none have an interest in stoking instability in
Jordan or could have believed that an amateurish plot built around a disaffected prince and a handful of
acolytes might possibly have overthrown the well-entrenched Abdullah. If the specific allegations about
Awadallah and bin Zaid lead to compelling evidence that Saudi officials are complicit in such plotting, that
could be damning for U.S. relations with Riyadh. Yet short of such proof, Jordan needs to avoid turning a
checkered relationship between the Saudi and Hashemite royal houses into a full-blown diplomatic blowup,
particularly given Riyadh’s crucial financial and political support to its much poorer neighbor.
Ghaith al-Omari is a senior fellow at The Washington Institute and a former lecturer on international law in
Jordan. Robert Satloff is the Institute’s executive director and author of two books on Jordanian politics
and history. (TWI05.04)
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11.3.

UAE: The United Arab Emirates’ Post-COVID-19 Outlook

Robert Mogielnicki posted in the Journal of International Affairs on 30 March that the United Arab Emirates
faces tough economic challenges in 2021 and beyond. The coronavirus and the resulting crises have
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caused its most important industries to struggle, endangered retaining its expatriate residents and
obstructed global investments. Nevertheless, its economic pillars allow it to enjoy a position of strength
while battling for regional economic influence and pursue a sound economic recovery.
As hopes for a swift economic rebound and transition to a post-coronavirus world faded, governments
across the Middle East and North Africa buckled down for another challenging year in 2021. The United
Arab Emirates (UAE) remains in a strong position to weather the ongoing economic storm caused by the
coronavirus and interrelated crises, especially when compared against neighboring Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) member states. However, managing these extraordinary shocks amid heightened regional
competition will take a significant toll on the country’s economy.
Strong Economic Pillars
The UAE possesses one of the region’s most diversified economies, especially outside of the hydrocarbonabundant emirate of Abu Dhabi. In 2018, the share of hydrocarbon revenues as a proportion of the UAE’s
total revenues reached 36%. By contrast, hydrocarbon revenues constituted 68% or more of total
government revenues in the remaining GCC countries during the same year. Diversified government
revenue streams offer the UAE a degree of flexibility to manage volatile periods in global energy markets,
such as the oil price rout of early 2020 that resulted from the coronavirus.
The UAE also possesses a small national citizenry, representing approximately 10% of its total residents
and substantial sovereign wealth holdings. Abu Dhabi alone manages around $1 trillion in sovereign wealth
capital. This socioeconomic combination makes it easier to meet the state’s distributive responsibilities and
push through needed economic reforms.
Compared to neighboring Gulf Arab states, the UAE was an early adopter of technology-led development
strategies and continues to encourage the growth of innovative industries. Many UAE-based firms
operating in financial technologies, e-commerce, new media and e-sports and gaming have been positively
impacted by global measures intended to curb the coronavirus pandemic. Many established multinational
firms and more recent startups consider the UAE to be the region’s premier business hub. Several
emirates, dozens of free-trade zones, government-sponsored startup accelerators and other types of
business communities can cater to just about any firm. Moreover, the UAE’s reputation as a regional hub
means that it is most likely to benefit from any consolidation of private firms with business interests in the
Middle East during economic downturns.
The UAE’s economic and public health responses to the coronavirus pandemic have been swift and
organized. UAE’s central bank launched a $26 billion economic stimulus package. Abu Dhabi rapidly
unveiled its coronavirus stimulus package in March 2020 as part of Ghadan 21—a $13.6 billion investment
program launched in 2019. In January 2021, Dubai launched its fifth stimulus package, which brought the
total coronavirus-related business incentives to $1.93 billion. The country also has a well-respected
healthcare industry and currently enjoys among the highest coronavirus vaccination rates in the world
alongside Israel.
Looming Uncertainties
The UAE nevertheless faces an array of economic challenges in 2021 and beyond. The country’s non-oil
economy is heavily reliant upon industries impacted by the coronavirus, such as aviation, tourism and
hospitality and logistics. Aviation and tourism account for an estimated 13% of the gross domestic product
in the UAE. Despite having made progress in economic diversification on a countrywide level, emiratelevel economies are still heavily dependent upon a handful of key industries. Thus, the fallout from poorly
performing industries often cuts deep into the balance sheets of specific emirates rather than being evenly
distributed across the country. Dubai’s aviation sector was expected to grow from about 27% of GDP in
2013 to 37.5% by 2020. Any future drops in oil prices akin to 2014-15 or early 2020 will hamper Abu Dhabi’s
finances.
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The UAE may encounter trouble retaining expatriate residents. According to S&P Global Ratings,
estimated population contractions of 8.4% in Dubai and 5% in Abu Dhabi over 2020 are much steeper than
the GCC average of 4%. The Dubai Statistics Center refutes these figures, citing a population growth of
1.6% instead. Whatever the precise population figures may be, there is increasing pressure on UAE
authorities to prevent a permanent exodus of expatriates. Emirati policymakers have responded with new
visa schemes and even a pathway to citizenship to retain and attract talented expatriates.
The Dubai Expo, which was initially planned for October 2020 but delayed until October 2021, was expected
to bring an economic windfall for the UAE. The current hope is that the event will function as a platform for
recovery. However, according to the real estate consultancy Frank Knight, visitors to the expo are unlikely
to meet the pre-pandemic target of 25 million. The emergence of coronavirus variants and slow vaccination
progress in many countries across the globe will make it extremely difficult for organizers to pull off a
commercially viable event.
Uncertainties related to the Dubai Expo event and expatriate residents have exacerbated longstanding
concerns about commercial and residential real estate oversupply in the country. In December 2020,
Dubai’s largest developer temporarily halted new developments because of the property glut.
Strained finances also impact debt dynamics. According to Oxford Economics estimates, Dubai’s total
public debt stands at around $153 billion or 140% of GDP. This figure includes $89 billion of debt held by
government-related entities. However, Dubai’s less pessimistic bond prospectus revealed $33.6 billion,
28% of GDP, in outstanding direct government debt, but government-related entities’ precise debt
obligations remain unclear.
Regional Dynamics and Competition
The announcement of a normalization agreement between the UAE and Israel in 2020 prompted a series
of commercial agreements and economic partnerships. However, not all of these commercial initiatives will
flourish, and even the most promising partnerships will ultimately take time to yield economic gains.
Ongoing Gulf reconciliation efforts following from the AlUla Declaration, which effectively ended a threeyear economic and diplomatic boycott on Qatar, will positively impact re-export hubs in the UAE and narrow
segments of the economy, such as retail subindustries. Yet, not all of the trade and investment flows dried
up after the 2017 Gulf rift will return.
The UAE also confronts growing competition from economic development strategies in neighboring
countries. Since the start of the 2017 Gulf rift, Qatar has accelerated the development of a new media city
and free zones that incorporate high-potential technologies, which may eventually compete with media and
logistics clusters in the UAE. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia’s ambitious economic transformation agenda
continues to steam ahead. Saudi policymakers announced that foreign firms seeking to do business with
the government must have regional headquarters in the country by 2024. The decision may lure some
multinational firms away from the UAE. Saudi efforts to develop its domestic tourism sector may also
negatively impact the UAE’s tourism and hospitality sector.
A Position of Strength
The coronavirus pandemic and oil price rout of 2020 shook the UAE’s economic foundations and exposed
pre-existing cracks. Moreover, heightened competition with neighboring states threatens the UAE’s slice
of the region’s total economic pie. Yet, for the time being, the country continues to jockey for economic
influence and nurture an economic recovery from a position of relative strength due to its relatively
diversified economy, flexible fiscal policy options and swift and competent response to the pandemic.
Dr. Robert Mogielnicki is a Resident Scholar at the Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington, where he
manages the institute’s political economy research. He previously worked as a human resource
development consultant and in journalism across the Middle East. (JIA 30.03)
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11.4.

OMAN: Oman 'B+/B' Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Stable

On 2 April, S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'B+/B' long- and short-term foreign and local currency sovereign
credit ratings on Oman. The outlook is stable.
Outlook
The stable outlook balances the still-considerable fiscal and external pressures on Oman over the next 12
months, against the government's reasonably high fiscal buffers. We expect the increase in government
net debt to remain elevated through 2024, but it should decelerate relative to 2020, on the back of higher
oil prices and the government's fiscal reform plan.
Upside Scenario
We could raise our ratings if planned fiscal reforms reduce the accumulation and stock of net government
debt over the medium term, or if growth prospects improve significantly more than we expect.
Downside Scenario
We could consider lowering the rating if we saw significant risks to fiscal reform implementation, which
could signal reduced government capability and willingness to maintain sustainable public finances and
result in external financing needs increasing beyond our current expectations.
Rationale
We affirmed our ratings on Oman because we consider that the authorities have outlined a more solid path
to reduce the historically high fiscal deficits, backed by stronger political will to implement the related reform
measures. The Omani government has embarked on a 2021-2025 fiscal plan to improve public finances
and has implemented several reforms since last year.
However, even though fiscal imbalances will decline compared with 2020, Oman faces large external debt
maturities of $10.9 billion over 2021-2022. Given its small domestic capital markets, we expect Oman to
rely on external debt to fund its government deficits and maturing debt. It will therefore remain vulnerable
to shifts in investor sentiment. That said, Oman's bond yields have decreased significantly in recent
months. We expect government net debt will increase (albeit more slowly than before) to 35% of GDP by
2024, from close to 14% in 2020.
The ratings are supported by still-strong government liquid assets estimated at 57% of GDP in 2021. We
would expect countries in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) region to provide timely support if needed-for example, in the unexpected event of a significant deterioration in the external reserves that support the
peg of the Omani rial (OMR) to the U.S. dollar.
We assume an average Brent oil price of $60 per barrel (/bbl) in 2021 and 2022 and $55/bbl from 2023, up
from $42/bbl in 2020. Given the concentrated nature of Oman's economy--hydrocarbon products comprise
about 35% of GDP, 60% of current account receipts, and 73% of fiscal receipts--the country is sensitive to
movements in oil prices in either direction.
Institutional and economic profile: Economic and social pressures will abate with the help of higher oil
prices this year, which could support the government's reform plans




Reform momentum has picked up under the new sultan and changes to governance, economic,
and fiscal policies have been announced.
We expect real GDP to recover slowly by 1.3% this year and then accelerate to 5.2% in 2022 as
oil production ramps up after OPEC+ production limits are lifted.
Oman's foreign policy is likely to remain broadly neutral, with limited spillover to the country from
regional geopolitical conflicts.
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Sultan Haitham bin Tariq al-Said began his reign in early 2020 facing significant structural challenges-including high fiscal and external deficits, subdued economic growth, and relatively high youth
unemployment--all exacerbated by the global pandemic and sharp drop in oil prices. The new sultan has
introduced measures to address weaknesses in governance and deteriorating public finances. In January
2021, the government announced several constitutional changes, including the introduction of the position
of Crown Prince and a new committee to evaluate the performance of ministers and other officials. Before
the passing of Sultan Qaboos bin Said on 10 January 2020, there was significant uncertainty over the
succession process. The new law decrees that the reigning Omani sultan's first-born son will be the next
ruler. Ambitious targets to reduce fiscal imbalances through 2025 have also been outlined under the
Tawazun plan.
In our view, the government is responding more robustly to fiscal challenges than it had previously.
However, we have not yet incorporated all of the announced measures in our forecasts. Given Oman's
recent history, we think the measures could be subject to administrative or other delays. The authorities
may choose to postpone the implementation of some of the measures to maintain socioeconomic stability,
especially if oil prices rise enough to reduce pressure on the budget.
Economic activity will start to pick up in 2021, following an estimated contraction of nearly 6% last year.
Despite ongoing oil production limits under the OPEC+ agreement, we expect some growth in volumes to
occur in condensates that are not covered under the OPEC+ quotas and through higher gas production.
We assume there will be a ramp up in oil production in 2022, which will help boost growth to slightly above
5% next year. The rebound in non-oil sector growth will be supported by higher oil prices, to some extent,
and by the recovery in global demand. That said, we see downside risks to our forecasts from pandemicrelated restrictions and a slower-than-expected global economic recovery. The government recently
announced a small (0.1% of GDP) economic stimulus plan that includes incentives on taxes and fees for
private sector companies, particularly small and midsize enterprises.
Although Oman's GDP per capita is relatively high for the 'B+' rating, real GDP per capita growth is lower
than that of peers at similar income levels. Historically, population growth was high due to migrant inflows,
but had moderated in recent years and declined by almost 4% in 2020. The population decline was due to
a 12% drop in the number of expatriates as of end-2020, triggered by weak economic conditions and
government restrictions on expatriate labor to support workforce nationalization (Omanization). Youth
unemployment remains relatively high, at above 10%. The government aims to increase the participation
of Omanis in the private sector. We expect some expatriates will return as economic growth recovers, but
population growth will be muted relative to 2011-2017 levels.
Geopolitical disputes in the region are likely to persist due to ongoing tensions between some GCC
countries and Iran, and the ongoing war in Yemen. Israel's recent diplomatic agreements with Bahrain and
the United Arab Emirates (UAE) signal shifting alliances in the Middle East. However, we believe Oman is
likely to move relatively slowly in normalizing relations with Israel, given that Sultan Haitham has indicated
that he would like to maintain Oman's traditional role as a mediator in the region.
Flexibility and performance profile: Higher oil prices and planned reforms support an improving fiscal
trajectory




After a substantial increase in the budget deficit in 2020, narrowing fiscal imbalances will slow the
increase in net debt levels through 2024.
However, the government's balance sheet remains under pressure from ongoing fiscal funding
needs, large upcoming debt maturities and the potential crystallization of contingent liabilities.
We expect Oman to maintain its currency peg, supported by its external assets.

In 2020, lower oil prices and production, combined with the effects of the pandemic, caused the general
government budget deficit to double to nearly 16% of GDP (according to preliminary figures), compared
with 2019. Total revenue fell by about 20% in 2020, mainly because of lower hydrocarbon revenue. The
revenue decline would have been sharper without the inclusion of privatization proceeds of about $1 billion
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from the 49% sale of Oman Electricity Transmission Co. to State Grid Corp. of China, and $300 million from
the second tranche of a gas pipeline sale to Oman Gas Co.
To mitigate the revenue shortfall, the government implemented spending cuts across civil, security and
defense agencies; reduced capital expenditure by the central government and government-related entities
(GREs); instituted a mandatory retirement scheme for some public sector employees; and revised salary
scales for new government employees downward. As a result, total spending decreased by an estimated
4% last year.
Oman's medium-term fiscal plan, released late in 2020, aims to achieve a significant narrowing of deficits
over the next four years and a small surplus by 2025. We expect fiscal deficits will average about 4% of
GDP over 2021-2022 and increase slightly to above 5% over 2023-2024, based on our assumption that oil
prices will decrease by $5/bbl over this period. That said, deficits are substantially lower than in the past
six years, reflecting a combination of higher oil prices over 2021-2022, accounting changes, and the fiscal
reforms listed below.








Spending and oil revenue related to Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) has now been moved
off-budget, which will have a net positive cash impact on the general government balance. PDO's
investment spending in the oil and gas sector and 60% of its current expenditure accounted for
about 13% of government spending in 2020. The government expects to receive about 80% of the
hydrocarbon revenue previously included in the budget through taxes, royalties, and dividends from
the newly established Energy Development Oman (EDO). Beyond a certain oil price, there is a
marginal royalty that would increase transfers to the government to above 80%. This new
accounting treatment is in line with practices we see elsewhere in the GCC.
Government revenue will be boosted by dividends from the Oman Investment Authority (OIA) of
about OMR800 million (3% of GDP) annually. The two sovereign wealth funds - the State General
Reserve Fund and Oman Investment Fund - and all GREs except for PDO, were transferred to OIA
in 2020. We expect the dividends to be an accumulation of dividends from GREs and investment
income on sovereign wealth fund assets with the residual amount coming from asset drawdowns
(accounted as a budgetary financing item or "below the line" previously).
The government has decided to introduce a value-added tax (VAT) of 5% starting in April, which is
expected to bring in proceeds of slightly above 1% of GDP in 2021.
Since January 2021, the government has started the gradual removal of electricity and water
subsidies, gaining savings of about 0.4% of GDP this year. It also intends to continue rationalization
in current spending (including defense and wages) and capital expenditure.
Oman also plans to introduce an income tax on high wage earners, which would be a first for the
GCC region. We have not included this in our forecasts yet because of the uncertainty regarding
the implementation timeline.

Total funding needs (fiscal deficits plus maturing debt) will remain high in the near term, averaging about
12% of annual GDP over 2021-2022. Oman has large external debt repayments of $4.6 billion in 2021 and
$6.3 billion in 2022 from maturing Eurobonds of $2.5 billion; commercial loans of $7.4 billion including a
$2.7 billion amortizing pre-export financing facility; export credit facility of $465 million; and Islamic sukuk
of about $300 million.
Thus far this year, the government has raised external debt of $3.25 billion in five, 10 and 30 year
Eurobonds and a $1.1 billion syndicated loan from banks. It also withdrew about $1.6 billion from the OIA,
covering our 2021 estimated fiscal deficit and part of its refinancing needs. Over the forecast period to
2024, we expect the government will finance about 50%-60% of its fiscal deficits through external debt
issuances. The share of foreign currency-denominated debt, largely held by nonresidents, is high, at about
75% of total debt. However, over the medium term, the government intends to increase its domestic debt
issuances to develop deeper capital markets.
Oman's government liquid assets - including deposits in the banking system and funds in the OIA and the
Petroleum Reserve Fund (PRF) - are projected to be 57% of GDP in 2021. This is higher than most peers
at similar rating levels. We estimate OIA's liquid external and domestic assets at $11.3 billion and $2.4
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billion, respectively, as of end-2020. The government has also transferred a portion of oil receipts to the
PRF for future debt repayment. The PRF held assets of $1.4 billion at year-end 2020, after the government
withdrew about $1.1 billion last year. These form part of the central bank's gross foreign currency reserves.
We project liquid assets will decline to 46% of GDP by 2024 as the government continues to draw on assets
for fiscal funding.
We see risks to the sovereign balance sheet arising from large debt stocks at GREs. As of end-2020, this
totaled about 45% of Oman's GDP. About 60% of GRE debt is denominated in foreign currencies (largely
project finance) and nearly 30% is guaranteed by the government. Government support, for example in
the form of subsidies, is being cut and economic growth has been muted in recent years, causing the
financial positions of some GREs to weaken. The GRE balance sheets could be pressured as the
government targets fiscal consolidation and shifts the onus of investing in the economy to GREs, including
EDO. However, the recently established OIA has a remit to improve the governance and financial efficiency
of GREs in the medium term. The government plans to privatize several GREs, including Muscat Electricity
Distribution Co., but the timing will depend on external market conditions.
As Brent oil prices rise above the average of $42/bbl we saw in 2020, Oman's terms of trade should gain
support. We anticipate that current account deficits will decrease to a still-elevated 5% of GDP over 20212022 and 8% over 2023-2024. A growing divergence between the fiscal and external accounts is expected
as GREs and the private sector take up more of the spending on investment projects and related imports.
We estimate that the sharp fall in oil prices in 2020 caused the current account deficit to deteriorate to 14%
of GDP. Close to 20% of current account payments historically stemmed from remittance outflows from
the large foreign population. This declined in 2020 as foreigners left the country and it will remain low
because Omanization policies should limit inflows of foreign workers, which will likely support the country's
external position.
Gross foreign currency reserves fell by $1.7 billion to $15 billion at end-December 2020. We expect foreign
currency reserves will recover over the next two years thanks to lower current account deficits, growth in
foreign direct investment flows, and government external debt issuances. Nevertheless, we forecast that
Oman's total external debt, net of external liquid assets, will increase to 75% of current account receipts by
2024, from 36% in 2019. Oman's external debt to GDP has almost tripled since 2015, reaching 97% in
2020 because of growth in public sector debt.
In our view, monetary policy flexibility is limited because the rial is pegged to the U.S. dollar. That said, the
peg has served as an anchor for inflation expectations, particularly because contracts for oil - Oman's main
export - are typically priced in dollars. We expect the peg to be maintained over the medium term, given
that Oman has sufficient foreign currency reserves and government external assets. Inflation has averaged
under 1% over the six years to 2019 and was negative in 2020. However, the implementation of tax
measures, including VAT, could introduce some modest inflationary pressure in 2021.
We classify Oman's banking sector in group '7' under our Banking Industry Country Risk Assessment
methodology, under which group '1' indicates the lowest risk and '10' the highest. Lower oil prices last year
and weak economic activity as a result of the pandemic will cause a spike in problem loans and the cost of
risk for banks in Oman over the next year, amid limited additional government capacity to support the
banking system if needed. To counter the effects of the pandemic, the Central Bank of Oman lowered
interest rates for repurchase agreement operations and other money market instruments, reduced capital
conservation buffer requirements, and increased the overall lending/financing ratio. These measures will
help maintain banking system liquidity. (S&P 02.04)
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EGYPT: Egypt’s Real GDP Growth Expected to Decline to 2.3% in FY2020/21

According to the World Bank’s (WB) updated report on Egypt’s economic outlook, Egypt’s real GDP growth
is forecast to decline to 2.3% in the current FY2020/2021 — which ends in June — down from 3.6% in
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FY2019/20. The report was released to mark the World Bank's and the International Monetary Fund’s
spring meetings.
The WB attributed the projected decline to the ongoing effect of the pandemic, the renewed surge in COVID19 cases, and the slow vaccine roll-out domestically and abroad.
On the other hand, the report expected private consumption in the domestic market to be partially supported
by remittance inflows, expanded social protection, lower inflation — which is favorable for
households’ purchasing power — as well as monetary easing.

It also said that pre-pandemic labor markets trends, including the fall of real earnings and the rise of
informality, are now compounded by income losses due to COVID-19 shock, especially among informal
workers, and that would lead to an uptick in the poverty rate in the country. “If the vaccine is sufficiently
deployed by early-2022, Egypt is expected to gradually regain growth momentum during FY2021/22-23,
which still means that COVID-19 will have caused at least a 3-year shortfall from pre-pandemic rates.
The downside scenario for Egypt’s growth over the forecast horizon would happen if COVID-19
vaccination becomes more protracted, or if disease variants cause renewed disruptions,” the report
remarked.
Concerning Egypt’s current account deficit to GDP ratio, the report projected it to widen from 3.1%
in FY2019/2020 to 3.4% in FY2020/21, driven mainly by a drop in revenues from key services
exports, including tourism and the Suez Canal, before narrowing gradually to around 2.7% over the medium
term.
The capital and financial account is projected to remain supported mainly by portfolio inflows —
including Eurobonds — and external financing. Although, foreign direct investment inflows are projected to
decline from 2.1% of GDP in FY2019/20 to around 1% of GDP in FY2020/21 amid the global
economic slowdown and then gradually recover over the medium-term, according to the report.
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The report also projected Egypt’s overall budget deficit to GDP ratio to increase to 8.2% in FY2020/21 from
8% in FY2019/20 owing to the anticipated increase in subsidies, social protection, and public investment,
whereas revenues are expected to remain sluggish.
“This would push the government debt to GDP ratio upwards from 87.5% at the end of FY2019/20 to above
90% of GDP by the end of FY2020/21, before fiscal consolidation — mainly through domestic revenue
mobilization — resumes over the medium-term, notably with the implementation of the recently-approved
Medium-Term Revenue Strategy,” the report illustrated. (WB 04.04)
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EGYPT: Egypt’s Primary Surplus Puts It on Track to Sustainable Debt Strategy

Egypt’s primary surplus heading into the pandemic helped cushion the blow to its public debt, despite higher
debt levels that gripped much of the MENA region, according to the World Bank’s April 2021 MENA
economic update. The primary surplus — a measure that strips out debt service payments — in FY20192020 reduced Egypt’s need for short-term borrowing, unlike economies including Morocco, Tunisia,
Bahrain, and Oman, whose increased public spending on health measures left their budgets deeper in the
red. The pandemic’s impact on our debt levels was only partially reflected in the report however, as Egypt’s
fiscal year runs from July to June, it noted.
Egypt is currently running a small primary or initial budget surplus. The surplus is expected to close the
ongoing fiscal year at 0.6% of GDP, but the draft budget is penciling in a rebound to 1.5% in FY2021-2022,
returning to levels frequently achieved before the pandemic hit.
Egypt’s real GDP growth rate of 3.6% in FY2019-2020 was the highest in the region, and well above the
MENA average of -3.8%, according to data from the World Bank Macro and Poverty Outlooks cited in the
report. Iran and Djibouti were the only two other countries to join Egypt and eke out positive growth.
Looking ahead, Egypt’s real output is forecast to expand by a slower 2.3% in FY2020-2021 and rebound
to 4.5% in FY2021-2022.
Egypt’s debt levels will continue trending down despite a temporary pause to the government’s debt
reduction strategy during the pandemic, as authorities sought to address the growing health and education
spending needs. Favorable forecasts for the country’s primary surplus will help achieve long-term debt
targets and put the country’s elevated debt levels on a downturn path. The government’s debt strategy,
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which was outlined a year before the pandemic hit, seeks to bring down debt to 80% of GDP by 2022,
primarily through moving toward longer-term borrowing. According to Finance Ministry figures, debt-toGDP stood at 86.1% at the end of the FY2019-2020, but the World Bank put the ratio a notch higher at
87.5%.
Egypt is one of the MENA countries less vulnerable to a debt crisis. Many MENA countries entered the
pandemic with already-high debt stocks, weak output growth, and weak governance especially when it
comes to policy transparency. While some of that may apply to Egypt, the country was among only three
others that grew during the peak of the pandemic’s effect on the global economy. “Increasing economic
output remains the most sustainable way to reduce debt,” the bank says.
But public spending is largely what’s keeping us afloat: Purchasing managers’ index data for Egypt has
remained largely in contraction territory, rising above the 50.0 mark that signals expansion in private sector
activity only three times since it rebounded from a low in April 2020, the bank noted. The pandemic’s impact
on tourism and textiles exports were also cited in the report as key macroeconomic threats to Egypt and
other MENA oil importers.
Egypt and other MENA countries stand to reap the long-term benefits of ramping up vaccine rollout
programs: The cost to benefit ratio of vaccinating 20% of a country’s population estimated at 78:1, the
report said, citing a recent research paper pinning the cost of purchasing vaccines for developing countries
against the long-term benefits. Effective vaccination campaigns would both help overcome a country’s
immediate health needs and pave the way for a quicker recovery, as well as “reinforce the foundation of
public health infrastructure,” the report added.
Other takeaways from the report:


The regional post-pandemic rebound isn’t likely to allow the MENA region to return to the higher
levels of economic activity seen in 2019, and is considerably below the World Bank’s prepandemic forecasts. Regional real output is set to grow 2.2% by the end of 2021 on the back
of a rebound in oil prices, though the regional economy is estimated to have lost $227 billion
due to covid-19.



Overall MENA public debt is expected to increase to 54% of GDP by the end of 2021, up from
46% in 2019.



Fiscal spending will need to prioritize public health and social welfare while the pandemic is
still ongoing, but taking on debt to fund fiscal spending could be costly to MENA economies in
the long run.



Governance and debt transparency remains lacking in many countries, though it is key to
effective fiscal spending and could help lower elevated borrowing costs. (WB 03.04)
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EGYPT: What Egypt’s Universities are Doing to Foster Entrepreneurship?

Enterprise reported that since the beginning of the global startup ecosystem, companies have been
intimately tied to universities and the talents that come out of them. Just think of how many Silicon Valley
founders and companies are associated with Stanford University. Egypt is no different, with one factor
driving entrepreneurship being support from universities. Today, we take a look at how local university
programs are doing this.
University entrepreneurship programs are growing and producing more startups: After Egypt’s first
university-based startup incubator was founded by AUC in 2013, at least 10 similar programs have been
launched by other universities. Programs in Greater Cairo have supported at least 600 startups, with 270
formally graduating. University incubators have emerged outside of Cairo, including in Alexandria and
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Assiut, with some universities teaching entrepreneurship as an academic discipline. Public universities
were issued a government mandate to teach entrepreneurship in 2017, NilePreneurs founder Nezar Sami
tells Enterprise.
Incubators offer services to help students found startups, and then nurture them into full-fledged
businesses: Generally, incubators give seed funding — anything from EGP 20,000 to EGP 250,000,
depending on the university and its resources — along with access to a lab or ideation space, technical and
business mentorship, office space, marketing support and connections to prospective investors. They’re
university-run, funded through government and private sector partnerships. Unlike most non-university
incubator models, they don’t take an equity stake in the startups they incubate.
What’s in it for the universities? Quite simply, startup programs attract students. Universities can
leverage resources — academic knowledge, networks, reputation, and access to partnerships — and
channel them into entrepreneurship programs. This helps with promotion and attracting the best students,
says Sami. Programs that positively impact employability are a big pull, he adds.
AUC pioneered university startup incubator programs: AUC’s V-Lab has graduated over 200 startups
since its 2013 founding, marketing and communication manager Nour Ibrahim tells Enterprise. “We usually
get 400-500 applications every cycle, with cycles happening twice a year. And of these applications, we
can only take about 25,” she says.
Other Greater Cairo universities have followed suit: Nile University-run NU Techspace lists 8 startups
to which it has provided seed funding, branding, tech training, office space, networking and legal support.
NP Incubate falls within the NilePreneurs Initiative, a Nile University-Central Bank joint initiative to promote
entrepreneurship, which has supported 74 startups in five sectors as of 2019. The Arab Academy for
Science, Technology and Maritime Transport’s AASTMT Entrepreneurship Center, which has at least three
distinct incubators, has “empowered” 250 startups since its 2015 founding.
Cairo University and BUE set up programs that graduate 8-12 startups per year on average: Cairo
University’s FEPS BI has graduated 46 startups since its 2016 launch, and is currently incubating 9 more,
executive director Heba Zaki tells Enterprise. The BUE’s business incubator has graduated 24 startups
since it launched in late 2018, director Tamer Adel tells Enterprise.
We’re seeing more specialized university incubators, many of them beyond Cairo: Hemma Business
Incubator at Assiut University, founded in 2014, supports startups focused on health, food, water and
manufacturing. The Heliopolis University for Sustainable Development ESTEDAMA incubation program
specializes in sustainable agriculture and food production. RWAQ Business Incubator run by Al Azhar
University focuses on water, agricultural waste management, and renewable energy, while Alexandria
University’s Artificial Intelligence Minds is Egypt's first AI-specialized incubator. It isn’t clear how many
startups these programs have graduated.
Many university incubators have a sector-specific focus, NilePreneurs’ Sami says. Nile University’s
incubator mainly focuses on tech startups, including those in ICT, manufacturing and supply chains.
AASTMT’s multiple incubators focus on tourism, manufacturing and industry, technology and digital
transformation, while one has a general scope. BUE’s program is a mix of generic and tech-based. “There
are often thematic priorities, depending on the university, its strategy, and its competitive edge,” says Sami.
AUC’s V-Labs has one specialized fintech incubator and one that is more general, says Ibrahim. Zaki
maintains that FEPS BI is entirely sector agnostic, supporting startups in areas ranging from the green
economy to edtech and health tech, e-commerce, and the creative industries.
Several universities — including Nile University, Cairo University and AUC — offer informal drop-in labs,
where entrepreneurs can get startup advice. They’re designed to plug a gap, because incubator and
accelerator services have to be selective, say sources. “We're always willing to help out with free
consultations,” says Ibrahim.
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Some universities also offer academic programs in entrepreneurship: Among private universities,
AUC, BUE, Nile University, GUC, and the Knowledge Hub all offer academic entrepreneurship programs,
says Sami. “These programs are designed to promote entrepreneurship as a formal discipline,” he says.
Their aim is to foster entrepreneurial traits in students, but not necessarily produce startups, he adds.
Awareness-raising sessions — including student activities — can also help nurture entrepreneurial drive.
Student unions run awareness-raising sessions including boot camps, startup weeks and hosting guest
speakers, says Sami. These sessions are more practical than academic and have some institutional
support. The Academy of Scientific Research and Technology gives each entrepreneurship-focused
student club EGP 250,000 per year to conduct its activities, he says. FEPS BI is also very active in the
field of awareness-raising, says Zaki. “Over 6,000 have benefitted from our awareness program since
2016, and we’ve delivered 60 workshops, including 4 specialized training programs.”
According to concrete success metrics — like the number of startups graduated and jobs created
— it’s V-Labs and FEPS BI leading the pack: V-Labs has graduated 200 startups, 80% of which have
survived beyond their initial graduation period, and helped create over 8,000 jobs, says Ibrahim. FEPS BI
has graduated 46 startups — 33 from its general incubation cycle, and 13 from “Her,” its incubation vehicle
dedicated to female entrepreneurs, says Zaki. “Our startups have generated total revenue of EGP 23
million and we’ve created 133 jobs.” (Enterprise 12.04)
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SUDAN: Sudan Takes Center Stage in US Regional Strategy

Al-Monitor reported that US-Sudan relations are in full turnaround from where they were two years ago.
The transition is still fragile, but on a fast track, especially after this week. A decision by the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) gives Sudan’s 44 million people a chance to break the cycle of
chronic poverty and fragility.
“New chapter” in US-Sudan Ties
On 31 March, US Secretary of State Antony Blinken welcomed a “new chapter” in US-Sudan relations after
Khartoum paid $335 million to compensate victims of al-Qaeda terrorism in the 1998 bombings of the US
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania and the USS Cole in Yemen in 2000.
Sudanese President Omar al-Bashir, who was deposed following popular demonstrations in April 2019,
was implicated in al-Qaeda’s terrorist actions in Africa, including providing safe haven to Osama bin Laden
in Sudan from 1994-1996. Sudan was designated by Washington as a state sponsor of terrorism.
The country’s payment and its recognition diplomatically of Israel is part of the deal to get Sudan off the US
list of state sponsors of terrorism, which had blocked Sudan in terms of receiving international aid and
assistance. Sudan’s delisting had been in the works for a while, but was accelerated by Sudan’s decision
to join the Abraham Accords, as Jared Szuba reported at the time.
“Once in a generation” opportunity
With Sudan leaving the terrorist list in Washington, the IMF and the World Bank are now considering
Sudan’s application for debt relief under the Enhanced Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative.
On 26 March, David Malpass, World Bank Group President, called the decision a "breakthrough," adding
that the reform steps taken so far by Sudan’s government, "including arrears clearance and exchange-rate
unification, will put Sudan on the path to substantial debt relief, economic revival and inclusive
development."
An IMF report this month referred to Sudan as having a "once in a generation window of opportunity" to
build on, and accelerate, structural reforms undertaken by the civilian-military transitional government of
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Prime Minister Abdalla Hamdok. The challenges remain daunting. Sudan faces chronic poverty and
underdevelopment. As a primarily agricultural economy, Sudan is especially sensitive to climate variations
and flooding. The incidence of extreme poverty (living below $1.90 per day) is high at 13.5%, but rises to
46.1% if the lower-to-middle-income country poverty standard is used ($3.20 per day). Sudan ranks near
the bottom on the Human Development and Human Capital Indices.
Sudan’s economy, especially hard hit by COVID-19, shrank by an estimated at 3.6% in 2020. Unhappily
for the country, it was the third straight year of negative growth. The IMF projects Sudan’s economy to
grow this year by 0.9%.
“Unprecedented” Partnership with Egypt
The United States is not the only country that has opened a new chapter with Sudan. Egypt-Sudan ties
over the past two years have also witnessed a dramatic turnaround, from the days of Bashir, who had an
affinity for the Muslim Brotherhood. Ayah Aman writes, "There now seems to be an unprecedented strategic
partnership between the two countries amid cooperation at all levels aimed at confronting regional threats."
The Ethiopian civil war in the Tigray region has led to a hot border dispute with Sudan. Sudan is hosting
70,000 refugees from Tigray, and the numbers are growing. Sudanese forces have skirmished with
Ethiopian military and militias on the border.
Blinken this month accused Ethiopia of "ethnic cleaning" in Tigray, a charge denied by Addis Ababa. Troops
from neighboring Eritrea have also been implicated in the attacks. Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed
received the Nobel Prize in 2019 for making peace with longtime rival Eritrea. Both Ethiopia and Eritrea
oppose the Tigray People’s Liberation Front, which they blame for the conflict.
The second issue is the stalled talks on the Grand Ethiopian Renaissance Dam.
On 31 March, Egyptian President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi said, "No one can take a drop of water from the
waters of Egypt. Whoever wants to try, let him try. But this would destabilize the whole region. No one
should dare question our capabilities but if they want to put us to the test, then so be it.”
Egypt's population of 100 million depends on the Nile for 95% of its water needs. Any interruption in the
flow of Nile water because of the dam would be devastating. Egypt wants an internationally brokered plan
for water management of the dam. For Ethiopia, the Nile is a sensitive nationalist issue. Talks mediated
by the United States, the World Bank and the African Union have so far yielded little progress, and now
Ethiopia is consumed by the fighting in Tigray.
Although Sudan would be less impacted by any potential disruption of Nile water flow, Khartoum is backing
Cairo’s call for mediation, as its concerns with Ethiopia are increasingly affected by the fighting in Tigray.
The Nile dam dispute and the Tigray fighting have sparked an intensification of regional diplomacy. Egypt
has been reaching out to Burundi, Djibouti and Somalia to counter Ethiopia’s regional network, as
Muhammed Magdy reports.
The Egypt-Sudan partnership has meanwhile taken off diplomatically, economically and militarily. On 31
March, Egyptian and Sudanese air forces launched joint training exercises. Mohamed Saied writes that
even "bilateral economic projects such as the railway project, an electrical connection project and others in
the fields of transportation, agriculture and irrigation cannot be analyzed in isolation from the [dam] dispute."
Congo, African Union take up next round of Nile dam talks
In his Senate confirmation hearing in January, Blinken said the United States would be "fully engaged" in
the Horn of Africa, and warned that the Nile dam talks could "boil over." US President Biden has already
sent a close ally, Democratic Sen. Chris Coons of Delaware, to the region to convey US concerns about
the situation in Ethiopia, and reportedly may appoint former senior US/UN diplomat Jeffrey Feltman as
envoy.
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US special envoy for Sudan Donald Booth was in the region lately, seeking to find ways to jumpstart the
dam talks and de-escalate tensions in Tigray, as Muhammed Magdy reports. Egypt and Sudan are invested
in a diplomatic outcome in both Tigray and the dam talks. Neither wants nor is served by escalation or
conflict. Sudan has backed a proposal, supported by Egypt, to involve the United States, the European
Union and the UN, as well as the African Union, in mediating the dam talks, but Ethiopia rejected the offer.
Following Booth’s tour, Democratic Republic of Congo President Felix Tshisekedi, the incoming head of
the African Union, announced a new round of Nile dam talks starting in Kinshasa on 3 April.
There have been other bids for mediation. Sudan welcomed an offer by the United Arab Emirates to help
broker a solution to the stalled dam talks, as Khalid Hassan reports. Egypt, however, has held back on the
offer, as Hassan and Ayah Aman explain. Abu Dhabi has good relations with Abiy and substantial
investments in Ethiopia. As Sam Ramani explains, "The UAE is reorienting its Red Sea strategy away from
direct military intervention and toward a synthesis of economic investment and remote power projection."
Saudi Arabia has also deepened its ties with Sudan. Last month Hamdok, in a meeting with Saudi Crown
Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS), praised the kingdom for its mediation in the Sudanese peace
process. Just this week, MBS called the chairman of Sudan’s Transitional Sovereignty Council, Lt. Gen.
Abdel Fattah Abdelrahman al-Burhan, to discuss the Saudi "Middle East Green" initiative. In February, the
kingdom offered to mediate on the Nile dam talks, as Ayah Aman reported in February.
Saudi Arabia, Jordan, Bahrain, Oman, Kuwait and the Organization of Islamic Cooperation all weighed in
in support of Egypt and Sudan in the Nile talks.
Eyes on Sudan
As noted in October 2019, the popular demonstrations that began in Sudan in December 2018 and that
eventually deposed Bashir, a war criminal and dictator, foreshadowed a kind of sequel to the Arab Spring,
which also occurred in Algeria, Iraq, Lebanon and elsewhere. Sudan’s role in the region is increasingly
impactful. And its people, which in the past have suffered from chronic poverty, abusive and corrupt
governance, and, in Darfur, genocide, deserve this opportunity for a new direction and social contract with
their rulers. (Al-Monitor 03.04)
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MOROCCO: Ratings Lowered To 'BB+/B' From 'BBB-/A-3' On Fiscal Space Erosion

On 2 April, S&P Global Ratings lowered its long- and short-term local and foreign currency ratings on
Morocco to 'BB+/B' from 'BBB-/A-3'. The outlook is stable. At the same time, we lowered our transfer and
convertibility (T&C) assessment to 'BBB' from 'BBB+'.
The stable outlook on Morocco reflects our expectation that an economic recovery, alongside further
structural economic and budgetary reforms, will help counterbalance fiscal pressures.
Downside Scenario
We could lower the ratings if the government's fiscal results materially underperform our expectations, for
example, due to crystallization of contingent liabilities on the government's balance sheet. Additional rating
pressure could emerge if, contrary to our current forecasts, external imbalances widen, resulting in a
pronounced increase in the economy's gross financing needs.
Upside Scenario
We could raise the ratings if budgetary consolidation is markedly faster than expected, or the ongoing
transition toward a more flexible exchange rate bolsters Morocco's external competitiveness. We could
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also raise the ratings if the country's continuing economic diversification strategy yields less volatile and
higher rates of economic growth, significantly raising the economy's GDP per capita.
Rationale
The downgrade reflects our view of Morocco's deteriorated budgetary position, characterized by higherthan-previously projected budget deficits over 2021-2024 with net general government debt rising to about
72% of GDP. At the same time, fiscal risks from contingent liabilities linked to the state guarantees
extended to the public and private sector companies have risen, in our view.
The ratings remain constrained by relatively low GDP per capita and the worsened budgetary position.
Moderate current account deficits, amid relatively stable policymaking continue supporting the ratings.
Institutional and economic profile: Policy focus is on accelerating the economic recovery following the
COVID-19-induced contraction




Following the 6.7% GDP contraction in 2020, we forecast that Morocco's economy will grow by
5.0% this year and recover to its 2019 size in 2022.
Economic expansion will be supported by the government's budgetary support measures, with an
economic recovery package valued at 11% of GDP.
We expect the Moroccan government and the IMF will update their arrangement following the
finalization of the Precautionary and Liquidity Line (PLL), from which Morocco drew $3 billion in
2020 to strengthen the economy's buffers against potential balance of payment pressure.

We estimate that the Moroccan economy contracted by about 6.7% in real terms in 2020, driven by a fall
in almost all components of aggregate demand given the simultaneous effects of the pandemic on external
and domestic demand. The government-imposed COVID-19-related mobility restrictions from mid-March
2020, like in other countries afflicted by the pandemic, resulted in constrained consumer spending and
muted economic activity last year. The collapse in external demand affected Morocco mainly via disruptions
in global supply chains in commodity and product markets and via travel and tourism. International travel
and tourism suffered major disruptions, translating to a drop in current account travel receipts of about 54%
in 2020. In addition, the second consecutive year of drought cramped Morocco's agricultural sector output.
To counter the pandemic's economic repercussions, the government and monetary authorities adopted a
series of countercyclical support measures. They were financed by a special fund, with endowment of
about 3.2% of GDP with tax-deductible contributions from the public (0.9% of GDP) and private sectors
(2.3% of GDP). In addition, the government extended guarantees to private sector companies, estimated
at 4.8% of GDP.
Furthermore, in 2020, the Moroccan government drew on available funds under the PLL arrangement with
the IMF. This enabled the government to contain the COVID-19 economic fallout and strengthen the
economy's buffers against the potential balance of payment pressure. The amount, $3 billion, was
equivalent to about 3% of GDP in 2020, and a third of that was repaid in January 2021. In our view, without
such a comprehensive policy response, GDP contraction in Morocco would have been considerably larger.
In 2021, we expect a real economic rebound of about 5%, and real GDP to average 4% in 2021-2024. This
will hinge, however, on when the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic in Morocco and its key trading partners
subside. Europe's recovery is particularly key, since the region represents 70% of Morocco's total exports.
In our view, the restoration of economic growth will likely stem from domestic demand on the back of private
consumption, business investment activity, goods exports, and - subject to the evolution of the pandemic a possible recovery in tourism. Moreover, the agricultural sector in 2021 will likely benefit from a more
supportive climate compared with the dry weather conditions since early 2019.
Economic growth in 2021-2024 will also be supported by the government's strategic focus on accelerating
economic recovery. In 2020, the government launched an economic recovery plan valued at Moroccan
dirham (MAD) 120 billion (11% of GDP), mainly constituting credit guarantees to firms (7% of GDP) and
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funding for a newly created Fund for Strategic Investment (4% of GDP, with the state providing one-third of
the funds, with the rest to be funded by the private sector. The latter is planned to leverage finance for
investment projects, including public-private partnerships and recapitalization of firms to support their
development.
Beyond the pandemic, in the medium term, we believe the government will maintain its strategy on reducing
the economy's vulnerability to climate-related shocks by diversifying the economy and investing in more
efficient technologies in the agricultural sector. This could materialize, for example, as the implementation
of the "Generation Green 2020-2030" plan, which is expected to build on achievements of the Green
Morocco Plan, to double agricultural sector output and exports by 2030.
In the context of economic diversification, we believe that nonagricultural output will continue to expand in
line with pre-pandemic trends and reflect continual growth in foreign direct investment, once COVID-19's
economic setbacks diminish, subject to the pace of recovery in external demand. In structural terms, the
country has been building industrial clusters that will likely drive the economy throughout this decade. For
example, the number of vehicles produced in Morocco has increased more than 2.5x since 2014, overtaking
value exports related to phosphates and their derivatives a few years ago. This trend is expected to
continue. For example, leaders of the Stellantis car manufacturing plant expect output to almost quadruple
over the next few years (53,000 units in 2020), while integration of domestic parts is to reach 80% from
60% currently.
Knock-on effects of the pandemic have included a rise in unemployment and wider income disparities
between more- and less-developed areas. The unemployment rate rose to 11.9% in 2020 from 9.2% in
2019, and it was particularly prevalent among youth and women, and within city centers. As a result, the
government has started extending the health care and social security system coverage to the self-employed
and low-income population. This is an enhancement of the government's ongoing implementation of
regional development programs and decentralization of the state to reduce income disparities, including by
tackling high unemployment. We believe that such social needs will persist, delaying a faster improvement
in the budget deficit over our forecast horizon. Nevertheless, since the government's efforts aim to improve
education and labor market outcomes, these policies could, in our view, bolster the country's growth
potential in the medium to long term. Moreover, we believe that higher women's labor participation (at
17.8% in third-quarter 2020) could also help increase the country's economic growth potential.
Morocco has largely demonstrated political and social stability, especially following the Arab Spring. The
King Mohammed VI chairs the Council of Ministers, which deliberates strategic laws and state policy
orientations. His policymaking role has increased since 2017, when he intervened in curbing social tensions
in the Rif and Jerada regions.
Flexibility and performance profile: Net general government debt to rise to around 72% of GDP by 2024





Following the sharp widening of the central government budget deficit to 7.7% of GDP in 2020,
budgetary consolidation will be slower than previously projected.
We forecast that the net general government debt-to-GDP ratio will climb from 66.3% of GDP in
2020 to 71.9% in 2024.
The government has embarked on a comprehensive overhaul of the social security system to
extend the coverage of health care and social transfers, while broadening the tax and social
contribution base.
In 2020, authorities launched the second phase of the gradual currency liberalization reform by
widening the fluctuation band for the dirham to 5.0% from 2.5%.

The central government's budget deficit widened to 7.7% of GDP in 2020 from 4.1% in 2019 because of
the pandemic-related impacts on revenue and spending and the government's budgetary measures to
alleviate the damage. Revenue declined 9.4%, and current spending and public investment increased
3.4% and 18.8%, respectively. The adverse impact of the pandemic on the government's accounts were
partially cushioned by a special COVID-19 fund, which has benefited from sizable contributions from the
public and private sectors (3.2% of GDP).
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In August 2020, the government announced a second package of budgetary measures to support economic
recovery equivalent to MAD120 billion (about 11% of GDP). About 62% of the package is aimed at
facilitating access to state-guaranteed investment loans with lower interest rates, with the remaining part
planned for strategic investment in major projects, mainly via establishment of public-private partnerships,
with the state endowment of about 1.3% of GDP.
The government also embarked on a comprehensive overhaul of the social security system to extend the
coverage of health care to the entire population and increase social transfers. The latter is focused on
household transfers for school-age population, more ample pension system coverage to self-employed,
and an unemployment scheme for all permanent employees that have yet to receive coverage. These
measures are also aimed at broadening the tax and social contribution base. In 2021, the government's
gross contribution toward these measures is estimated at 0.8% of GDP. Moreover, the rationalization of
the social security system and efficiency of the social transfers is being enhanced by the establishment of
a central social security registry, to be in place from 2022.
For 2021-2024, the government targets gradual budgetary consolidation, based on higher revenue intake
(by about 1.0% of GDP) and reduction in the public wage bill (including the social security contributions)
from 12.2% of GDP in 2020 to 10.8% of GDP in 2024, including the reform in public wage system as of
2022. We expect the general government deficit to decline from 7.7% of GDP in 2020 to 4.6% of GDP in
2024. We believe that persisting social demands could structurally hinder a faster budget deficit reduction
over our forecast horizon.
We forecast that the net general government debt-to-GDP ratio will climb from 66.3% of GDP in 2020 to
71.9% of GDP in 2024. In our projection, we include the government's expected privatization proceeds
worth in total about 1.5% of GDP during 2021-2024. Exposure to interest rate, refinancing, and foreign
exchange risks is limited. The average maturity of the central government debt outstanding stood at more
than 7.5 years at end-2020, with the average interest rate estimated at 3.6%. More than three-fourths of
government debt is denominated in dirhams.
The existing stock of state guarantees dominates Morocco's contingent liabilities, creating risks that could
burden the government's balance sheet. We estimate the total stock of guarantees in 2021 to stand at
about 19% of GDP, of which 11% is related to state guaranteed external debt of very large state-owned
enterprises (SOEs). Numerous states, including Morocco, have been extending guarantees to the private
sector. In Morocco, this measure, alongside the implementation of the recovery plan announced in August
2020, has led to a substantial increase in contingent liabilities. On the basis of a stress test, the government
has been provisioning against the potential calls on these contingent liabilities in the amount of MAD 5
billion (of which MAD3 billion was disbursed in 2020 and the remainder scheduled for 2021), which is
expected to more than cover a hypothetical average default rate of 6% (on MAD 52 billion of extended
guarantees). The government has adopted other measures--legislative and supervisory--to contain the
related risks. Moreover, we believe that the government's ongoing overhaul of the SOE sector is positive,
since it intends to improve the SOEs' financial position and reduce the contingent risks for public finances.
The Moroccan dirham is pegged to a currency basket of 60% euros and 40% U.S. dollars. The foreign
exchange peg limits monetary policy flexibility, in our view. However, this is gradually changing. Last year,
authorities launched the second phase of its gradual currency liberalization reform by widening the
fluctuation band for dirham to plus or minus 5% from plus or minus 2.5% previously. At the time of the
launch, the reserve coverage was slightly above five months of current account payments and it increased
further in the light of the drawing down of the IMF's PLL and the government's issuance in the international
markets to more than seven months at the end of 2020. We view exchange rate liberalization as supportive
for our overall monetary assessment because we believe it supports the country's external competitiveness
and ability to withstand external macroeconomic shocks, including the current one.
Considering the macroeconomic developments and accounting for medium-term inflation trends, and with
an eye on upholding economic activity, Bank Al-Maghrib (BAM; the central bank of Morocco) decided in
June 2020 to reduce the key policy rate further to 1.5%. In addition, to alleviate liquidity constraints, BAM
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is providing extensive support to the banking system through widening eligible collateral and extending
maturities for central bank repo facilities. BAM's important policy easing measures include reductions in
reserve requirements from 2% to zero and capital conservation buffer by 50 bps for one year; provision of
foreign currency swaps to domestic banks; suspension of provisioning requirements for loans' benefiting
from a temporary payment moratorium and calls on banks to suspend dividends. We observe that the
banking sector's moderate capitalization is unlikely to jeopardize the wider economy, given its adequate
regulatory tier 1 capital ratio of 10.9%. Although nonperforming loans constitute a relatively high proportion
of the total, at about 8.3% at end-2020, they appear adequately provisioned. Nevertheless, the banking
sector remains vulnerable to credit concentration risks. The banks' expansion into sub-Saharan Africa has
so far been highly profitable, but it opens new channels of risk transmission to the country's banking system.
In 2020, Morocco's current account deficit shrank substantially to about 1.8% of GDP despite the sudden,
large drop in external demand for Moroccan products and services. Besides a sharp decline in imports
(14.1%) and a relatively smaller decline exports (7.5%), a strong performance of remittances from abroad
(5%) and increase in grants helped to contain the loss of foreign tourism receipts. In line with the recovery
in global and domestic economy, including higher oil prices, we expect the 2021 deficit to widen to about
3.5% of GDP before a renewed reduction in the current account deficit over our projection horizon. This is
expected to be driven by gradual recovery in tourism receipts, increase in the economy's export capacity
and the government-led import substitution program which aims at reducing imports by almost 3% of GDP
during 2021-2023. Net FDI inflows are expected to rise again as of this year and we forecast narrow net
external debt as a proportion of current account receipts (CARs) of to remain moderate at about 30% during
our forecast horizon. (S&P 02.04)
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11.10. TURKEY: China Looms Large in Turkey’s Controversial Waterway Project
On 12 April, Al-Monitor reported that while Turkey remains stuck between the West and Russia on a number
of strategic issues, its dilemmas might grow even more complicated with a Chinese addition to the
equations, as reports suggest that China could assume a lead role in financing and building a controversial
Turkish waterway to the Black Sea.
Turkey’s purchase of Russian air defense systems, US legal proceedings against a Turkish public bank for
helping Iran evade US sanctions, rows over the Syrian Kurds and Turkey’s posture in the Eastern
Mediterranean have led to unprecedented tensions in Turkish-US ties. In a bid to open room to maneuver,
Ankara has recently moved to mend fences with its traditional Western partners, seeking to draw on the
value of military and economic collaboration.
One way to do that could be through a high-profile Turkish role in NATO efforts to build up deterrence
against Russia in its conflict with Ukraine. Turkey has already fostered military cooperation with Ukraine,
including the supply of drones to Kyiv, and in January assumed the command of NATO’s Very High
Readiness Joint Task Force, created in 2014 to deter Russia.
In another apparent move to woo the West and in conjunction with a Western strategy to distress Russia
in the Black Sea, Ankara is seeking to speed up its project to build an artificial alternative to the Bosporus
Strait, called Canal Istanbul, with the apparent intention of opening the 1936 Montreux Convention up for
discussion or even bypassing it. The convention regulates transit through the Bosporus and the
Dardanelles, which form a key maritime route linking the Black and Mediterranean seas. It gives Turkey
control of the straits but rests on tight rules for military ships that restrict the entry of non-littoral naval forces
to the Black Sea.
Canal Istanbul, dubbed a “crazy project” by President Erdogan when he first unveiled it in 2011, has
attracted Chinese interest as part of China’s Belt and Road Initiative. Chinese companies are now
reportedly eyeing the tender for the waterway, estimated to cost more than $9 billion.
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Given Turkey’s economic woes, many had assumed that financing problems would snag the project, but
the government came up with surprises. Since 20 March, Ankara has announced a legal amendment
paving the way for Canal Istanbul’s builders to benefit from state guarantees, the approval of development
plans for the project and preparations to invite bids from contractors. Finally, Erdogan announced that
construction would kick off in the summer. “Canal Istanbul … will be a new windpipe for the region. We
will soon launch the tenders in phases and break the ground in the summer,” he said on 7 April, adding that
a city for half a million people would be erected on the banks of the 45 kilometer waterway.
What led Erdogan to suddenly speed up the process? A financing offer from China, according to Turkish
journalist Jale Ozgenturk. “The sought financial support is coming from China. Ankara is busy working on
the issue. There are four proposals at present for the upcoming tender, and all of them are from Chinese
companies,” Ozgenturk wrote on 9 April. “Of course, China will not only finance Canal Istanbul, [but] it will
also assume the construction, having giants in the construction sector,” she added.
According to another business journalist, Serpil Yilmaz, Chinese lender ICBC and Hong Kong-based British
bank HSBC are floated as the prospective financiers of the project. Financial news site Finans365,
meanwhile, reported that ICBC was trying to create a consortium to finance the construction of the
waterway.
In earlier years, the head of the Bank of China’s Turkey branch had said his bank was eager to finance
infrastructure projects in Turkey, while media reports had mentioned China National Machinery and China
Communications Construction among Chinese companies interested in Canal Istanbul. By tendering Canal
Istanbul to the Chinese, however, Turkey might face a trap reminiscent of its conundrum over the Russian
S-400 systems.
First, there would be risks stemming from the modus operandi of the Chinese. According to Turkish media
reports, a Chinese proposal two years ago involved up to $65 billion, including loans to finance the
construction of the waterway and other investments as part of the sprawling project.
Though many see China’s purported “debt trap” diplomacy as a myth, opponents of the Chinese option in
Turkey point to controversies in Kenya and Sri Lanka, where infrastructure projects have ended up in
Chinese hands after failures to repay Chinese loans. In such projects, the Chinese typically issue loans
and undertake the construction at the same time, using workers and materials mostly from China.
In December, Ahmet Davutoglu, Erdogan’s former premier and foreign minister who now leads an
opposition party, brought up allegations of plans to allocate land to China around Canal Istanbul, warning
that such a move would “do away with both national sovereignty and economic viability.”
As for the second risk, Ankara seems to be framing Canal Istanbul as a way to bypass the Montreux
Convention, hoping to draw closer to Washington. But by awarding the project to the Chinese it would offer
them a geostrategic advantage at the meeting point of Europe and Asia at a time when the United States
is trying to contain China. The Chinese, who have already put money in strategic routes such as the railway
tunnel under the Bosporus and the third suspension bridge connecting its Asian and European shores,
certainly see Canal Istanbul as a precious leg in the Belt and Road project.
Two other potential projects might increase Canal Istanbul’s value for the Belt and Road. The first, which
appears a very distant prospect at present, is a canal linking the Black Sea to the Caspian Sea, seen as a
gateway to Central Asia. The other is a waterway similar to Canal Istanbul that would offer an alternative
to the Dardanelles, running from the northern entry of the Dardanelles to the Gulf of Saros to the north.
This proposal was mentioned only in a footnote in the environmental evaluation report for Canal Istanbul.
But still, it seems a sign of integrated planning.
The prospect of Chinese financing backing bears on Ankara’s policy on the Uyghur issue. In the face of the
Uyghur diaspora’s mounting campaign against China, Ankara’s attitude has stood out as indifferent and
even gratifying to China. On 10 March, lawmakers of the ruling party voted down a proposal by the
opposition Good Party for a parliamentary inquiry into “inhumane practices” against the Uyghurs in China.
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The Uyghurs share ethnic roots with the Turks, and their region, Xinjiang, is often referred to East Turkestan
in Turkey.
Ankara’s policy seems to have emboldened Chinese diplomats to shake fingers at Turkish politicians who
are supportive of the Uyghurs. On 6 April, the Chinese Embassy in Ankara posted a threatening Twitter
message to Good Party leader Meral Aksener and Ankara Mayor Mansur Yavas after the pair
commemorated the "Baren massacre” in “East Turkestan” in 1990. “The Chinese side resolutely objects
to any person or force challenging China’s sovereignty and territorial integrity. The Chinese side reserves
its right for a justified response,” the embassy said.
In a speech in parliament only days before, Aksener recalled that the development plans for Canal Istanbul
were approved the day China’s foreign minister was visiting Turkey. Addressing Erdogan, she asked, “Are
you hatching up something behind closed doors with China on the Canal Istanbul nonsense in this difficult
time for our nation? Are you [giving up on] the rights and honor of the Muslim Turks in East Turkestan for
a few billion dollars?”
Almost two years after their delivery, Erdogan has yet to figure out what to do with the S-400s, having
bought them to show off to Western partners that Turkey is not without alternatives. Now, could his dream
canal project turn into a nightmare tomorrow if he teams up with the Chinese? Nothing is transparent in
Ankara these days, and sweet dreams cannot be taken for granted. (Al-Monitor 12.04)
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